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Abstract

In this thesis we present analysis of Optical Flow Switching (OFS), an architectural
approach for enabling all-optical user to user connections for transmission of Internet
traffic. We first describe a demonstration of OFS on the ONRAMP test environment
which is a MAN optical network implemented in hardware in the Boston geographic
area. This demonstration shows the viability of OFS in an actual implementation,
with good performance results and an assessment over OFS overheads. Then, we use
stochastic models to quantify the behavior of an OFS network. Strong quantitative
evidence leads us to draw the conclusion that scheduling is a necessary component of
any architectural approach to implementing OFS in a Metro Area network (MAN).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Optical Flow Switching

Wide Area Networks (WAN) carrying Internet traffic today use optical Wavelength

Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology almost without exception. This technology

allows terrestrial fiber optic networks to carry literally hundreds of data channels in

each fiber, each at data rates as high as 40Gb/s or higher. From a physical layer per-

spective, a number of recent technological advances have occurred in WDM networks

such as hundreds of channels per fiber, dispersion managed fiber that allows signals

to travel hundreds of kilometers without regeneration, and fast, high port count op-

tical switches with hundreds of ports, reconfiguring in tens of microseconds. This

technology has the potential to enable a network that provides all-optical connections

between users. An all-optical network has the potential to change the way data is

stored, shared and used on the Internet. Unfortunately, advances in network archi-

tecture and network design have not matched the rapid advances in WDM physical

layer technology.

Today, high-bandwidth, agile all-optical network capabilities have largely not been

made visible to the Internet user. This is in part due to a lack of architectural

understanding of how these new technologies can benefit the end user. There is a need

to study of the fundamental properties of all-optical networks, and their behavior.

By studying this behavior, we can hope to design network architectures that utilize



advanced optical network technology, while providing benefit to both the network

owner/administrator and end user. In this thesis, we propose and study a model of

an all-optical network approach termed Optical Flow Switching (OFS).

We first describe an implementation of OFS on the ONRAMP optical testbed.

This demonstration shows the viability of OFS in a MAN network. We then analyze

a stochastic model for OFS, and we study it's average-case behavior. The model is

simplified, but detailed in that all non-trivial states of the system are numerically

analyzed. We use both numerical and analytical results from this model to discern

fundamental properties that apply to virtually all all-optical network approaches that

have been proposed, including OFS.

A network employing OFS uses WDM technology to create all-optical user-to-user

connections for high rate data transfer. These one-way transactions are also called

flows. Flows can often be short duration (one second or less), so the problem of net-

work management, control, and reconfiguration is highly dynamic. Current-day WAN

optical networks are generally statically or quasi-statically configured. Dynamic OFS

as defined here is a departure from this, as it is reactive to asynchronous individual

user data (e.g. file) transfer requests. From a hardware standpoint, such a service

is being enabled by advances in WDM network technology. These include faster all-

optical switches, lower loss fiber, and tunable lasers and filters as demonstrated in

[3].
By way of an example of OFS's potential usefulness, consider a remote user of

a multi-processor supercomputer. She may be running a sophisticated simulation

that requires visualization in real time to adjust program parameters and control the

direction of the simulation. The data needed to visualize such simulations is generally

on the order of the size of the physical memory of the supercomputer, which today

can be as large as a terabyte. In the current day Internet, a transfer of this type

of data can take an enormous amount of time, usually using an application such as

File Transfer Protocol (ftp). Consequently, the supercomputer user cannot visualize

and adjust her computation very often. However, if an OFS network was available

to schedule the data transfer at optical rates, the transfer would take a matter of



seconds, and visualization could happen with more frequency. In this case, OFS has

changed the computing paradigm of a supercomputer user, by allowing more rapid

visualization and program parameter adjustment.
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Figure 1-1: OFS motivation

Figure 1-1(a) shows a possible architecture for a network employing OFS. It shows

a Wide Area Network comprised of several connected Metro-Area Networks (MAN)

that provide (flow enabled) users with an ingress to the WAN. OFS connections are

set up between users, and are short duration. It remains an open question whether

WAN optical resources will be statically configured, or be dynamically controllable.

In any case, it is likely that at some level of the network hierarchy (WAN or MAN),

dynamic OFS will be advantageous. From the networks perspective, OFS's goal is

efficient sharing of resources with minimal network cost. Our work will study OFS

itself, treating the interactions between the dynamic and static parts of Figure 1-1(a)

as future work.

The benefits of OFS in are numerous. For the user of OFS, low delay and high

bandwidth is provided for one-way data transfers, as the data travels at fiber-optic

rates. This can be up to 40Gb/s with current technology, so very large database

transfers, for example, take a matter of seconds or even a fraction of a second. If this
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can be provided to users at a low cost, then they will have incentive to send large

transactions all-optically, and also design applications to use this technology.

Another benefit of OFS is transparency of the connection between users. Since

the connection between the users is all optical with no optical-to-electronic conversion

intervening, the transmission rate, or even modulation scheme can be negotiated

between two users. The network need not know the manner in which the users

use the connection given some reasonable signal-to-noise management. The network

needs only to be concerned with the time duration of the OFS communication needed

by the user.

From the network's point of view, OFS has the benefit of electronic router bypass.

All-optical data transfers bypass all electronic routers, including both the ingress and

egress routers, as shown in the bottom-most illustration of Figure 1-1(b). This is

in contrast to other "all optical" approaches that we will detail in the next chapter

which use traffic aggregation at the ingress to the network. In OFS, flow-switched

data avoids being converted to electronics, routed and re-converted to optics at each

hop, as happens in traditional static optical networks. This has the effect of lessening

the burden on electronic router buffer memory, routing hardware and software, and

optical port costs. In addition, we perceive that the use of all-optical bypass will help

reduce power dissipation by the high-speed electronic components of the router. Gen-

erally speaking, high-speed electronic ports are the key cost for router manufacturers.

Power dissipation is also fast becoming an issue for router manufacturers as higher

speed, power hungry electronics are needed to modulate/demodulate at optical line

rates.

Our view is that any all-optical network architecture, including OFS, must address

the issue of cost at least qualitatively. We therefore preclude the use in our models

of wavelength changers, optical buffers and electronic buffers which tend to add cost

to the network. Electronic buffers and wavelength converters generally necessitate

high-speed electronics which are the key cost of network equipment. Optical buffers

are lower cost, but have a large footprint and introduce other architectural problems

such as variable loss and timing issues. As we will discuss in the next chapter, related



work often presents results that assume wavelength conversion or optical or electronic

buffering in the network. While this does help to enhance network performance re-

sults, it ignores one of the key original goals of all-optical switching which is lowering

network cost. Lack of wavelength conversion and buffering in the network does com-

plicate our models by introducing the issue of wavelength continuity which will be

discussed later.

The lowest picture in the figure 1-1(b) shows that an OFS transaction bypasses

all the electronic routers optically. This reduces the burden on the electronic router

ports and buffer memory. This is becoming especially important as today optical

data rates are making opto-electronic conversion high-rate and expensive in terms

of dollars and power consumption, the so-called opto-electronic bottleneck. However,

these benefits can only be reaped if the following can be shown: 1. A significant

amount of Internet traffic can be handled by OFS, and 2. OFS is efficient, and can

be implemented efficiently and cheaply.

1.2 Application of OFS to Internet Traffic

WDM switches using MEMS and other technologies and network firmware are be-

coming cheaper, faster and more robust. However, we recognize that the switching

agility of even advanced optical devices does not match that of electronic switching

in silicon. In other words, the granularity of the data units being switched optically

must in general be larger than that of electronic infrastructure in order to amortize

the switching time. Approaches such as Optical Packet Switching are an attempt to

match these granularities but have not been successful outside of expensive experi-

mental technology. OFS is an approach that focuses on current-day optical switching

technology enabling transactions as we show below.

There is significant evidence that Internet traffic displays a heavy-tailed character-

istic [1],[2]. Succinctly, this means that a large volume of total Internet traffic (bytes)

is contained in a small number of large transactions (i.e. large flows). If OFS can

capture a significant portion of this "heavy-tail" of traffic (i.e. large transactions),

13



then it can relieve network routers of a significant amount of traffic, in terms of bytes,

making it beneficial to implement.

The best known model for a heavy-tailed traffic distribution is the Pareto distri-

bution, with Probability Density Function (PDF):

P(x) = a ko x-al-  k > O, a > 1,x > k

The relevant parameters for this distribution are a and k. a determines the tail

weight, with the weight increasing as a -- 1. Note that a < 1 results in an infinite

tail weight (see below). The parameter k describes the domain of the PDF, which

begins at k and goes to infinity. The expectation of a random variable obeying a

Pareto distribution is 'k and its variance is infinite if a < 2, which is our case of

interest.

For any PDF, the weight W(T) of the tail beginning at x = 7 is defined as follows:

W(r) = j P(x)xdx

The expression is similar to the expectation of the PDF conditioned on the event

x > 7, except for the absence a scaling factor. Assuming that Internet traffic obeys

a Pareto distribution, Figure 1-2(a) shows the ratio Wr) vs. Flow Size (in bytes) for

the Pareto distribution of flows with a = 1.06, for two values of k. Here, flow size

refers to the size of the transaction (in bytes) and is the argument to the Pareto PDF.

In this analysis, think of 7 as the threshold above which we will send the transaction

all-optically. Thus, OFS would 'capture' all bytes in the distribution above the value

T. The parameter values (k, a) were chosen based on [1] and the current and predicted

sizes of transactions in the Internet.

We can define the OFS threshold as a particular flow size, in bytes, where flows

larger than the threshold are sent via OFS and smaller are handled by traditional

electronic routing. Note that for OFS, transaction size can be described in terms of

time or bytes since the transaction is transported at optical line rate. In the Figure

1-2(a), the two demarcation (star and solid dot) emphasize the value of this ratio



at one particular flow size threshold (1 Gigabit). For both values of k, a significant

fraction of bytes transferred (>50%) are contained in the tails of the distribution

where OFS will be active. This suggests that OFS is applicable to Internet traffic

given that the heavy-tailed assumption holds.

It is important to note that we see OFS as working in conjunction with electronic

switching infrastructure, and is not intended to replace it. Though optical switch

technology is advancing at a rapid pace, we do not anticipate it ever being as agile

as electronic switching. The goal of OFS is to offload large transactions onto optical

infrastructure, while leaving smaller transactions to electronics. This symbiotic net-

work design would can be adjusted as the various technologies (optical or electronic)

evolve with time. However we do not anticipate using a large number of network

resources (i.e. computation, wavelength, control network) allocated for OFS, so it

must use them efficiently.

1.3 Thesis Description

This thesis is comprised of two principal sets of results. The first is of an OFS

demonstration performed on the ONRAMP optical testbed. ONRAMP is an optical

MAN network that was built in the greater Boston area (with a loopback long-haul

link to demonstrate delay) in order to demonstrate optical technologies. We have

implemented OFS on this test bed, and produced a number of results including OFS

flow performance and an assessment of OFS overheads that impede performance.

Overall, this demonstration showed that OFS is indeed a technology within grasp in

the short term without using specialized hardware and software support.

In the second part of the thesis, we study OFS using stochastic modeling. We

have developed stochastic models that can be used to study the behavior of a network

employing OFS. The reason for this choice of model is to study average case behavior.

In other words, we pose the question: How do these models perform on average, given

a particular traffic arrival and service model? In general, simulations attempt to find

this behavior, but are run for a fixed number of iterations. Our analysis will solve



models for average-case or stationary distributions that have measurably converged

to that distribution. We also present analytical results that reveal theoretical bounds

on certain aspects of the model.

There has been a number of studies of performance of all-optical switching tech-

niques, as will be discussed in the next chapter. These studies have typically used

simulation. The issue with this is that the number of discrete states that a large

all-optical network can take on is large. In many cases, it is unclear if the output of

the simulation is representative of average case behavior. The stochastic modeling we

present in this thesis alleviates these concerns, because of the concept of convergence.

Convergence is the idea that all non-trivial states in the model have been assigned a

non-zero probability of occupancy in the stationary distribution and that these de-

scribe the behavior of the model in the average case. This type of modeling is more

computationally intensive, but we use specialized techniques and parallel processing

to address the additional computation.

We apply several techniques to examine these models including, simulation with

convergence checking, numerical analysis, and closed-form analysis. The goal is to

quantify the performance of OFS networks under specified conditions and then to

discern any fundamental properties of them.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents background work and

projects related to OFS. This will include work on optical network architecture,

routing and wavelength assignment (RWA), network protocols, and optical hardware

demonstrations. Chapter 3 details an OFS demonstration that we have done, and

performance results. Chapter 4 presents analysis of control plane strategies for OFS.

Chapter 5 details our basic OFS analytical network model, and justify design decisions

and assumptions we have made. Chapter 6 presents numerical analysis that shows

the benefits of a scheduled approach to OFS. Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes

the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Optical Network Technologies

There has been a great deal of related work in the field of all-optical network architec-

ture. Both [17] and [18] provide overviews of issues with all-optical networking. The

former also makes reference to connection setup and connection scheduling issues at a

qualitative level. All-optical networking can be further decomposed into two separate

categories. These are connection-oriented and connection-less all-optical networks.

OFS falls under the former category, and other approaches such as Optical Packet

Switching (OPS) and Optical Burst Switching (OBS) comprise the latter. We discuss

related work in these categories here.

2.2 Optical Network Architecture

2.2.1 Connection-oriented all optical networks

Connection-oriented optical networks are closely related to the theory of circuit-

switched networks which has been studied for more than 50 years. Some of the

seminal work in the field was done by Kelly [4] and also appears in [7]. This work

uses mostly queuing theory to discern properties of networks that perform collective

node allocations. This work models circuit-switched networks as networks of nodes



and links with each link having a certain capacity of calls. A node to node call that

arrives to the network is admitted or not admitted based on the residual capacity of

the links in the chosen route. If sufficient capacity is present the call is admitted,

otherwise it is dropped. There are variations on this model, but this is the basic idea

of a circuit-switched network.

Fa[rfC in oneps
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(a) Circuit-Switched network (b) Wavelength continuous network

Figure 2-1: Circuit-switched versus wavelength continuous illustration

The key difference between circuit-switched networks and our work is the need for

wavelength continuity in all-optical networks. In a wavelength continuous network,

channels within a link are distinguished from one another. The reader can imagine

that each channel in a link has a different color. If we assume the coloring scheme

is the same for all links, then a call in a wavelength continuous network must use

the same color channel in each of the links it traverses; spare capacity alone is not

sufficient. See Figure 2-1 for an illustration of this difference. Since we have precluded

the use of wavelength changers in our model, the model is wavelength continuous,

which presents additional challenges as we shall see in subsequent chapters.

[19] presents a simplistic model for all-optical demand-assigned connections which

model only receiver and transmitter conflicts, with no modeling of the internal net-

work. [20] presents a review of blocking probability and some simple simulation results

8
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for all-optical networks.

Barry [21] has analyzed blocking probabilities in all-optical networks. This work is

the closest to our work with OFS, as it uses probabilistic models to obtain analytical

form solutions for blocking probability. The model used in this work uses calls in a

line network similar to some of the work in this thesis. The difference is that the hop-

length of calls is governed by a per-node probability of leaving or entering the network

according to a prescribed distribution. This model is different from ours which uses

explicit arrival processes of traffic to model flows in the network, specifically hop

length. Also, the tradeoff between blocking, network utilization and delay is not

addressed. Blocking probability of reconfigurable networks has been studied in [10].

2.2.2 Routing and Wavelength Assignment

Issues in all-optical networking have been studied extensively recently, especially the

problem of connection routing and wavelength assignment (RWA). [14] and [13] are

examples of work that address the joint RWA problem. This work is related to our

work with OFS, although it does not address the issue of connection setup, and the

fundamental performance issues in optical networks which are actually independent

of the RWA problem. RWA has largely been studied in the context of connection-

oriented networks, but is a problem that connection-less networks must obviously

also solve. In general work in RWA uses limited, simplistic probabilistic models or

is based solely on simulation, due to the enormity of the state space of an all-optical

network. Researchers have also proposed centralized network resource allocation for

wavelength routed networks [22], but this doesn't appear to be scalable.

[23] presents a scalability analysis of wavelength-routed OBS network with cen-

tralized processing of OBS requests. The analysis considers request processing and

propagation time requests being served in a FIFO manner by a centralized proces-

sor. In addition, two RWA algorithms, Shortest-Path First-Fit (SP-FF) and Adaptive

Unconstrained Routing Exhaustive (AUR-E). The former is claimed to be computa-

tionally simpler than the latter approach which runs a full Dijkstra algorithm com-

putation for each incoming request. The analysis shows that with the AUR-E RWA



approach a maximum of 20-30 nodes can be supported, while for SP-FF a maximum

of 35-65 nodes were supported with much poorer blocking probability. These results

show a centralized approach may be scalable to a small-scale MAN network, but

probably not to larger MAN and WAN networks.

Control signaling and connection setup for connection-oriented networks has also

previously been addressed in the literature. This work includes [11],[9] and [12].

[9] presents Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS), which is being

implemented in some newly installed next generation optical networks. GMPLS is

aimed at being a router-to-router reconfiguration approach as opposed to a vehicle

for user-to-user transmission. GMPLS is generally viewed as a technology that would

accommodate network reconfiguration on the order of minutes. Lower bounds of

minutes for link state updates have been reported in [9]. This is mainly in order to

limit the overhead traffic caused by periodic flooding, in a situation with a limited

control network. [27] reported analysis using simulations of update intervals as small

as 0.1 seconds. The conclusion was that blocking was greatly reduced in this case,

however this work ignored propagation delay and processing delay of updates, as

well as control network data rate limitations. [28] reports updates that are based on

triggering mechanisms as opposed to periodically. The basic idea here is that when

a local node notices that enough changes have occurred locally, it broadcasts its new

state via flooding. While this concept is more bandwidth efficient than rapid periodic

updates, the paper showed that it resulted in stale network information for lightpath

establishment.

2.2.3 Connection-less all-optical networks

Connection-less all-optical networks have been studied extensively for some 20 years

and are based loosely on IP inter-networking. The key difference between connection-

oriented and connection-less networks is that in the former, an entire end-to-end con-

nection is constructed before transmission begins. Connection-less networks generally

use hop-by-hop routing for transmission, similar to an IP packet routing paradigm

[38]. Two major approaches for connectionless all-optical networks are Optical Packet



Switching (OPS) and Optical Burst Switching (OBS). OPS uses optical datagrams

or packets with optical headers, and attempts to mimic IP routing in an all-optical

environment. Much of this work has been dealt with only on a component or physical

level so it is not relevant to our discussion of network architecture.

OBS with capture aggregates data transmissions into optical 'bursts'. These

bursts are preceded by a (generally electronic) burst header that is read by the OBS

routers in the network in order to allocate resources for the burst. This header is

most often carried out-of-band by a high Quality of Service (QoS) control network.

Most OBS approaches require traffic aggregation to sufficiently amortize the cost of

burst setup and delivery. This aggregation usually occurs at an ingress router of the

network so that this router's electronic subsystem does incur the cost of the burst

traffic. Note that no optical resource allocation is done before transmission, render-

ing this approach connection-less. Both [24] and [25] outline the idea of OBS and

presents some performance issues. The latter contains a taxonomy of OBS signaling

protocols.

A summary of performance issues encountered by OBS investigations is as follows:

* OBS with capture captures optical resources hop-by-hop, and therefore can suffer

from resource contention blockage - There are a number of proposed solutions

to this problem. Fiber Delay Lines can be employed by OBS routers in order

to delay existing bursts in the network until resources for the delayed flow can

become available. Bursts can also be electronically buffered at intermediate hops

and retransmitted (possibly on another wavelength), an approach to wavelength

conversion. Both of these solution impose increased cost and footprint on the

optical network subsystem. Rerouting is another alternative solution to this

issue, but can result in network instability as shown in [25].

* For efficiency, the offset time between the burst header and burst must be small

- This requirement can cause errors in operation of the protocol, if sufficient

guard time is not provided. OBS therefore must employ thorough analysis of

the route being traveled by the burst, along with associated overheads, in order



to calculate an efficient offset time. In the case of burst buffering or rerouting

the offset time must be recalculated.

Much of the work in OBS and OPS including [24], [32] and [33] implicitly or

explicitly assume full wavelength conversion in their analysis. In so doing, the earlier

stated wavelength continuity problem disappears and the problem becomes one of

link capacity on a multi-channel link, similar to circuit-switched networks discussed

earlier. While this assumption simplifies analysis and enhances network performance,

it ignores the fact that wavelength conversion is costly or in its experimental stages.

Our work on all-optical switching will assume no wavelength conversion. [31] looks at

wavelength assignment strategies for OBS networks, assuming wavelength continuity

and contains some limited analysis of this situation.

A key issue in both OBS and our work is that of resource contention between all-

optical transactions. Turner has proposed Terabit Burst Switching [29], which uses

a small amount of look-ahead to multiplex optical bursts. Since it is connection-less,

OBS is generally forced to use non-scheduled schemes to mitigate resource contention.

These include deflection routing [30] and Fiber Delay Lines for optical buffering [26].

[30] shows that deflection routing can result in instability of an OBS network, and

presents a realistic quantification of blocking. However, other work [32] seeks to

show deflection routing as viable, although it is unclear what traffic loading regime

assumptions this work shows in its results. There has been analytical work studying

the performance of optical buffers for small models [34]. Fiber Delay Lines are largely

in experimental stages and are not widely in use. This is often due to size footprint

issues. In general, the problem of resource contention and collision between bursts has

not been adequately resolved except though the use of electronic buffers or wavelength

converters.



Chapter 3

ONRAMP OFS Demonstration

In this chapter, we describe the ONRAMP Optical Flow Switching Demonstration.

The ONRAMP Demonstration is one of the outputs of an optical network architecture

consortium between MIT, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, ATT Research and a number of

other participants. This consortium was successful at demonstrating a number of

network architecture ideas on state of the art (at the time) optical hardware. It

focused on optical networking issues at all seven of the OSI network layers to build

an integrated network capable of high QoS. The demonstration described here uses

the network that was built by ONRAMP to demonstrate the viability and low cost

of OFS.

Figure 3-1(a) shows the ONRAMP network testbed consists of three nodes in a two

fiber ring. A passive, remotely pumped Distribution Network using Erbium-Doped

Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs) connects OFS-enabled stations, labeled Xmitter and Re-

ceiver, to the access ring. These user stations were flow-enabled in that they had two

connections to the ONRAMP network, one for IP packet transactions and one for all-

optical OFS transactions. In the demonstration, the Xmitter station transmits over

the Bossnet [39] long-haul network which connects Washington, DC and Boston. The

two fibers in the network each carry 8 1540-1560nm channels in opposite directions.

Each node in the ring has an Optical Cross Connect (OXC) and a node controller/IP

router. The controller stations are Alpha processor based multi-processor computers,

running the Linux operating system. A dedicated 1510nm control channel connects



all controller stations in the ring. ONRAMP employs an integrated optical/IP net-

work control strategy. The control station/router switches both control and data

packets for non flow-switched communication. It also contains software to configure

and manage its local OXC.

3.1 ONRAMP description

Figure 3-1(a) also shows Flow Switching Stations (FSS) in ONRAMP. Each FSS

(Xmitter and Receiver) have dual connections to the network, using two Gigabit

Ethernet cards. The connection labeled IP is fixed-tuned to a specific wavelength,

and is the default communication channel for lower rate data and control packets.

The network implements a simple QoS strategy using Diffserve [37] in order to pri-

oritize control traffic in the IP subsystem. It is terminated at a port in the local

controller/router. The other connection, labeled Flow is the wavelength-tunable flow

switching connection. Flow feeds directly to the local OXC, and thereby onto the

access ring. A network process runs on each FSS station to send, receive and process

network control packets.

The controller stations execute Network Timing Protocol [36] to maintain a timing

synchronization of clocks. This timing synchronization is accurate on the order of

microseconds. NTP is a standard timing protocol and is freely available for download

from the Internet. Given network timing information, many on-demand scheduled

connection setup approaches are possible. As an example, we present connection

setup in our current implementation in ONRAMP. (see Figures 3-1(a)(b)). Assume

all control messages are sent over the IP part of the network, using appropriate QoS.

1. Flow Switching Station (Xmitter) makes a flow request to local ONRAMP Node

controller (at Node 1). Assume transmission target is Receiver, and duration of

transmission is known. This communication happens over the IP connection.

2. Node 1 computes the earliest timeslot with a free route, wavelength pair for

Xmitters transmission (to). This scheduling is on-demand.
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3. Node 1 controller communicates to to Nodes 2 and 3 controllers, which update

OXC schedules (see Figure 3-1(b)).

4. At time to, Nodes 1, 2 and 3 controllers issue commands to configure OXCs

(as per their local schedule), to enable the OFS connection from Receiver and

Xmitter. Receiver and Xmitters local node controllers (at Node 1 and 2 respec-

tively) inform Receiver and Xmitter to tune to the chosen channel. Xmitter is

then informed of the newly created connection.

5. Upon expiration of flow time, resources are released by the network for the next

transmission. It is assumed that Receiver and Xmitter manage timing of their

transmission.

This implementation maintains network state information at a central location

(Node 1). However, in a more general scheme where state information is distributed,

resources can be scheduled on demand using accurate information about the future

network state. For a non-scheduled approach, these resources may have to be queried

for availability at transmission time, leading to inefficiency.

The FSSs do not participate in timing synchronization (i.e. NTP), promoting

scalability. The time that the network must wait between timeslots for the network

to reconfigure is the network settling time. This is represented by the thick vertical

lines in the OXC schedule, Figure 3-1(b). Settling time is overhead in a scheduled

connection setup approach and should be minimized for high efficiency.

3.2 ONRAMP OFS Transport Layer

OFS data transactions are unidirectional high-rate data connections. While much of

the focus of the ONRAMP design is on the physical, data link and network layers,

attention must be paid to the transport protocol being used to utilize all-optical

connections. Optical flows are short-duration, so the transport protocol being used

must be able to rapidly utilize the bandwidth available to the flow for maximum

efficiency.



As an example of this issue, we consider the ubiquitous TCP transport protocol

and briefly analyze its behavior in the context of OFS. Figure 3-2(a) shows a simple

network with a route between two nodes that has an OFS connection between them,

beginning at time to. We assume the round trip time (RTT) of the network is 50ms,

and that the line rate is 10Gb/s. This RTT consists only of time of flight of data, since

the OFS connection has no intervening routers. We also assume that the network

imposes a Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of 9000 bytes, meaning that the maximum

packet size that can be sent is 9000 bytes. This is typical, if not a bit optimistic, for

todays network.

Given an allocation of a one-second OFS transaction from the sending host (node

A) to the receiving host (node B), Figure 3-2(b) shows a packet delivery timeline

for TCP once the OFS connection has been opened. Readers that are unfamiliar

with the basic working of TCP can refer to [35]. Recall that TCP uses a three-

way handshake to establish a new connection and then uses slow-start to utilize the

available bandwidth on the connection between sender and receiver. For this analysis

we assume that there exists an adequate reverse path for acknowledgments, but note

that data flows in only one direction.

We now analyze the time it takes for TCP to achieve full rate after opening the

OFS connection at time to, assuming no spurious packet losses. First, the three-way

handshake incurs a sender waiting time of one RTT = 50ms, since the sender must

receive a "SYN/ACK" packet from the receiver before sending can begin. At this

point, the connection is in slow start with a send-side window size of one packet.

As can be seen in Figure 3-2(b), TCP slow start doubles the send-side window once

for each RTT. It is known that maximum bandwidth utilization is achieved by TCP

when the send-side window has a size equal to the bandwidth-delay product of the

connection [35]. In this case, the bandwidth-delay product is .05 x 10 x 109 = 5 x 10s,

in bits, or 62500000 bytes. Given the assumed MTU, this is a window size of 62500000 -

6945 packets. The approximate number of RTT that will be needed to achieve this

window size is then equal to log2(6945) = 13 RTT. In seconds, this is .05 x 13 = .65.

Therefore it will be almost .7 seconds before the TCP connection has achieved full



line rate. The duration of the transaction is only one second, so for a majority of

the time, the line rate which OFS provides the user is under-utilized by the TCP

transport layer. Note that for implementations of TCP that use linear increase for

slow-start (as opposed to exponential increase as used here), this analysis provides a

lower bound on the time to achieve full rate.

Because of these transport layer issues, we have chosen to use the connection-less

UDP datagram delivery protocol. We have implemented a simple but effective send-

side rate limited transport layer implementation. This implementation allows these

short-lived transactions to fully utilize the Gigabit Ethernet link layer, achieving the

theoretical maximum of 989Mb/s.

There are a number of advantages of this network layer over a two-way connection-

based approach (e.g. TCP) First, this transport implementation matches the max-

imum send rate of the link layer immediately, as opposed to an approach such as

TCP slow start, as discussed above. This is especially important for short duration

connections. Second, there is no need for a highly available, low delay reverse path

such as that needed for TCP acknowledgments. This avoids the need to allocate a

dedicated path for protocol feedback, and averts the risk of loss of acknowledgments

in a feedback path such as the Internet. Finally, this approach takes advantage of the

low bit error (and therefore low packet error) rates provided by optical connections.

It assumes that the majority of transactions will be error free, so that there is no

need for an active feedback loop, when using OFS. Note that flows still require an

acknowledgment of a completed transaction.

3.3 ONRAMP Demonstration Results

The performance results of our demonstration are shown in Figures 3-3(a)(b)(c).

These results are for more than 200 single timeslot transactions, sent over the entire

channel space in both directions of the ring from Xmitter to Receiver (see Figure

3-1(a)). Figure 3-3(a) shows that the scheduled connection setup achieved very high

bit rates for the multiplexed flows, close to the theoretical maximum. Figure 3-3(b),



shows that for one-second flows, we achieve 90% efficiency, though we are changing

routing and wavelength assignment on a second-by-second basis. Figure 3-3(c) shows

that the limiting factor for performance for 0.5 second timeslots was the corruption of

flows. We believe this is due to unresponsiveness of the link layer to reconfiguration

and wavelength switching.

Figure 3-4(a) shows measured sources of overhead that were incurred by the hard-

ware and software. Reduction of these overheads would increase the efficiency of OFS

in ONRAMP, and also make the flow granularity flexible. In total, there was about

.1 seconds of overhead measured experimentally, and this corresponds to the 90%

efficiency seen by one-second flows.

Finally, an important output of the ONRAMP experiment is that it was imple-

mented using commercially available hardware and software. The Alpha machines

and Altitun lasers were stock, and not specialized. In addition the control plane for

ONRAMP was implemented in standard Linux, with little modification to the oper-

ating system kernel. We consider it a promising result that OFS was made efficient

using non-specialized hardware and non-real time software.
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Chapter 4

Optical Network Control Plane

Analysis

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present transient analysis of control plane strategies for all-optical

connection setup. The issue we address in these studies is that of timescale. The

unique feature of wavelength continuous all-optical networks we study is that they are

highly dynamic and that it contains no buffering internal to the network to handle

resource contention. In addition, reasonable arrival rates of traffic can cause the

network state of even small networks to change rapidly. The question we explore

is whether certain control strategies can handle the small timescales (i.e. dynamic

nature) of the all-optical network, such as an OFS network.

The control plane of the network is responsible for receiving user requests and

making decisions about resource allocation. It is therefore burdened with having

knowledge of the network state in order to make judicious choices in route and wave-

length selection for user connections. Intuitively speaking, if the network state in-

formation is incorrect, the control plane has little basis to make choices about what

resources to allocate to connection requests.

The analysis that follows investigates two currently suggested connection setup/network

state information dissemination strategies. The analysis shows that the timescale is-



sue does indeed apply to these approaches and that there needs to be further study

and invention of strategies to make network state information more useful.

4.2 Transient Analysis of Update-Based Optical

Connection Setup

GMPLS [9],[28],[27] is a widely discussed approach to network architecture for dy-

namic all-optical connection setup in a MAN or WAN. It is an example of an update-

based approach to network state information dissemination. This approach, among

others, proposes setup based on network state information obtained from periodic

broadcast updates. We analyze an all-optical network model employing an update-

based control strategy, examining implications of this for connections of short duration

(< 1 second) and high arrival rate (i.e. high utilization). We have designed a net-

work model that allows a transient behavior analysis. Our results show a timescale

mismatch for the update based approach with a highly dynamic optical network, an

example of which is an OFS network.

4.2.1 Motivation

An all-optical network must make choices for routing and wavelength assignment for

all-optical connection setup. In GMPLS, these choices are based on a view of the state

of network resources provided by periodic broadcast updates. These updates are sent

by each optical node to every other in the network, and list current availability of

local optical links. When a request arrives at a node for a connection, the node uses

the information provided by the most recent valid updates to make a routing and

wavelength assignment decision.

The issue we address is that the information provided by the updates may be stale

by the time the information is needed or used. This is primarily due to the periodic

nature of the updates, coupled with the dynamic nature of all-optical networks. Note

that latency of control messages may also play a role in this but we idealize the



latency to be zero here. The question we address is: given a periodic update at a

particular time, how soon does the information become stale, and therefore incapable

of informing resource decisions?

4.2.2 Methodology

4g 4~ 4
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(a) Line Network with cross-traffic

Figure 4-1: Network for Analysis

Figure 4-1 shows the network model. The network has N intermediate nodes

arranged in a line topology, with end-nodes A and B. We assume a single optical

channel in the network. Cross traffic arrives to the intermediate nodes, and occupies

them. We analyze the network under the following assumptions.

* A receives and instantaneous update from all nodes at time to = 0, this update

shows the all-optical path from A to B as clear.

* At some time in the future, A desires to send to B. We assume that during the

course of this analysis, no other traffic is incident at A besides this flow. This is

an idealization, where the traffic originating from A to B is not intense enough

to incur more than one arrival in an update period. The problem of having a

" ,......



stochastic arrival process at A for B involves steady-state analysis, and is not

addressed by this particular model.

* Cross-traffic arrives at the intermediate nodes with an exponentially distributed

interarrival time with parameter A and a either an exponentially or Pareto

distributed holding time of average p. This is an idealization of a route inside

a mesh network, since the arrival rate to the nodes in an actual route will not

be Poisson.

* All cross-traffic has length 1, that is, any active cross-traffic occupies exactly

one node, the node it arrived to.

* Presence of active cross traffic at any node results in blocking of the A - > B

connection.

* We consider up to two arrivals of cross traffic per node (and therefore up to

two possible subsequent departures). These two arrivals are modeled, although

0, 1 or both may arrive by the prescribed time t. We consider further arrivals

during an update interval to be a second order effect, if t is small.

The problem formulation is as follows:

N : Number of intermediate nodes

p : Service rate of all customers

to = 0 : Time origin

t : Time of A to B send (free parameter) (t > to)

A : Arrival rate of customers at all intermediate nodes

Denote the state of the system at time t as:

1(t) = (0 1(t) b2 (t) ... ON(t)) : N i(t) = 1 if 3 active call at node i at time t, 0 otherwise



Then blocking probability for this model is defined as:

Pb = P(3i s.t. Oi(t) = 1 (to) = 0)

This is the probability that there is an active customer in the system at time t,

given an empty system at time to. Note that we assume no customers arrive at A in

the interval [0, t].

For example, for a 5 node network, if 4(t) for some time t is:

(0 1 00 1)

... this means that there are active calls at nodes 2 and 5, and therefore blocking

for the A to B call at time t.

Each component of 1(t) evolves as an M/M/1/1 queue, given the single channel

assumption. Further, because each customer occupies exactly one node, the nodes

are an independent set of queues. Stationary distributions and long term utilization

results for these queues are well known. However, our interest here is in transient

analysis, over a finite amount of time from to to t.

Given independence of the queues, blocking is a union of independent events, as

in:

Pb = P( U qi(t) = 114(to) = 0)
1<i<N

Again, we assume that no traffic arrives from A destined for B in the interval [0, t]

which is a reasonable assumption if the traffic intensity at A is low.

Lower Bound on Pb

The node arrival processes (i.e. the Poisson process) possess the property that there

is a non-zero probability of any number of arrivals even for a finite amount of time

[40]. In order to perform transient analysis, we limit the maximum number of ar-

rivals considered per node to be 2. This restriction results in a lower bound on the



probability of node occupancy or equivalently P(Oi(t) = 1). Since Pb depends on the

occupancy of each node, this, in turn, admits a lower bound on blocking probability.

To see this, and analyze the closeness of this lower bound, assume to = 0. Then, for

any time t, and node k, we can write:

P(Fk(t) = 1) = P(/k(t) = 1i1 arrival in [0, t)]P(1 arrival in [0, t])+

...P(k (t) = 112 arrival in [0, t])P(12 arrival in [0, t])+ ...

...P(Ok(t) = 1 greater than 2 arrival in [0, t])P(greater than 2 arrival in [0, t])

Removing the third term in the above sum, we get a lower bound on P(Ok(t) = 1),

involving either 1 or 2 arrivals. This is the analysis we perform in this study.

An upper bound on the third term is found by assuming that:

P(Ok(t) = l greater than 2 arrival in [0, t]) = 1

That is, if more than 2 arrivals occur by time t, occupancy at time t is certain. The

unconditional probability P(greater than 2 arrival in [0, t]) is readily calculated, and

results in the maximum possible disparity between P(¢k(t) = 1) and our lower bound.

A graph of this probability is shown below, for one node with various arrival rates

and various t.

The Figure 4-2 shows that over all cases, we underestimate P(qk(t) = 1) for a

given node by at most 0.1.

We can now define:

PLB(Ok(t) = 1) = P(Dk(t) = i11 arrival in [0, t])P(1 arrival in [0, t])+

...P(4k(t) = 112 arrival in [0, t])P(12 arr in [0, t]) < P(Ok(t) = 1)

Blocking occurs when any node is occupied at time t, i.e. qk(t) = 1 for some

1 < k < N. The overall blocking probability Pb is the probability of this event. The
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formula for pLB (Ok(t) = 1 given directly above is a lower bound on the probability

that a node is occupied. We can therefore define a lower bound on the blocking

probability as a union of the events corresponding to pLB, and therefore a lower

bound on Pb as follows:

PbLB pLB( U i,(t)-= I e(to)= 0) < Pb
1<i<N

We begin with a an approximate analysis of PbLB, to establish a useful upper bound

on blocking probability. To proceed, assume that p >> t. Then we can assume that

any arrival to any intermediate node will block the A- > B transmission. This is

clear, since any arrival to a node will, with high probability, have duration much

longer than t and will therefore occupy a node at the send time of the A- > B

transmission. We know that the probability of zero arrivals Pr(O arrivals at node i)

in [0, t] for a Poisson process of rate A, at node i is:

Pr(O arrivals at node i) = e- At

The nodes are defined to be independent, and therefore the probability of zero

arrivals at all N nodes Pr(O arrivals to the system) is:

Pr(O arrivals to the system) = Pr(O arrivals at node i)N = (e-At)N

Finally, the probability of one or more arrivals at any node during [0, t] is:

Pr(an arrival to the system) = 1 - Pr(O arrivals to the system) = 1 - (e-ANt)

This gives an upper bound on the blocking probability since some sessions may

depart the system before t, which we expect to resemble the more detailed transient

analysis which follows. We will include curves for this analysis in result graphs for

this subsection as a point of comparison, under the label Upper Bound.



Transient Analysis of PbLB

Given an assumption of a maximum of two arrivals at a node in the interval [to, t],

we can now proceed with analysis of PbLB the system, which we will henceforth call

the blocking probability of the system.

From before, we have:

PbLB= pLB( U ¢i(t) = 1le(to) = 0)
I<i<N

In order to complete the analysis it remains to compute PLB(¢i(t) = 1) for a node

i, given a maximum of two arrivals at node i.

We can analyze the situation as follows, and define independent random variables:

X1 : inter-arrival time of first arrival to i, calculated from time to

Y1 : duration of first arrival to i

X2 : inter-arrival time of second arrival to i

Y2 : duration of first arrival to i

The PDFs for these variables are (assume the durations are exponentially dis-

tributed):

pxl(x) = px2(x) = Ae-~ (x > 0) py, (y) = py,(y) = P e-" (y > 0)

Also it is important to note that since the four variables are mutually independent,

the joint PDF is the multiplication of the four marginals. Blocking occurs in two cases,

it can either be due to the first arrival or the second. Analysis of the situation finds

that P(Oi(t) = 1l|i(to) = 0) is a disjoint union of the following two events:

((X 1 < t) A (X1 + Y, > t)) (1)



((Xi + Y1 < t) A (Y1 < X 2 ) A (X 1 + X 2 < t) A (X 1 + X 2 + Y2 > t)) (2)

(1) is the event that the transmission is blocked by the first arrival and (2) the

second. First, note that the two expressions are disjoint due to the opposite conditions

on (X1 + Yi) with respect to t. Thus, we can calculate the probabilities of the two

events separately and sum them for the final result.

In (1), the first term (X1 < t) ensures that the first arrival happens before t, and

the second term (X1 + Y1 > t) forces the departure of that arrival to be after t, hence

blocking. In (2), the first term (Xi + Y, < t) ensures that the first arrival departed

before t. The second term (Y1 < X 2) ensures that the second arrival happened

after the first departure, because if otherwise, the second arrival would be lost (loss

network). The third term (X 1 + X 2 < t) ensures that the second arrival happened

before t, and finally the last term (X 1+X 2+Y 2 > t) ensures that the second departure

happened after t, hence blocking.

We analyze a closed form solution for both (1) and (2) involving multiple integra-

tions of the joint PDFs, which are known. Analysis shows that the integral for (1)

is:

j'jo p(xl, y1)dyldxz

The limits of the above integral come from the terms in (1). We proceed with a

detailed explanation of them from the inner integral of the expression out.

* Limit: t - xl to oo for the integral over yl - yl, the duration of the first arrival

makes the second term of expression (1) true when the sum x1 + yl is greater

than the time t, forcing the first arrival to be active at time t. The maximum

duration of yl is unlimited so the upper limit of the integration is oc

* Limit: 0 to t for the integral over xl - xl, the interarrival time of the first arrival

must be shorter than the time t, in order to make the first term in (1) true.



Therefore the limits are [0, t]

When evaluated when p, A = 1 this yields:

t(e-t) t > 0

The integral for (2) is obviously more complicated:

jo0 jty 0 Imx p(xl, X2 , Y1, Y2)dx 2dy2dxldyl (*)
0 0 0 max(yl,t-y2-X1)

A discussion of the limits of the integration follows, proceeding form the innermost

integral to the outermost:

* Limit: max(yl, t- Y2 - x 1) to t- x1 for the integral over x2 - The second term of

(2) stipulates that x2 must be greater than yl to ensure a true result, meaning

that the interarrival of the second arrival must be greater than the duration of

first arrival, because otherwise, the second arrival would be blocked. The fourth

term of (2) also stipulates that the sum x 2 + Y2 + X1 must be greater than t,

as this ensures that the second arrival is active at time t. These two conditions

must simultaneously be met, resulting in the expression max(y1, t - Y2 - x1) for

the lower bound of this integral. Resolution of this max function is discussed

immediately below. The third term of (2) imposes an upper limit on the integral

stating that the sum xl + x2 must be less than t, in other words, both arrivals

have occurred by time t.

* Limit: 0 to oc for the integral over Y2 - (2) imposes no explicit limitation on Y2

in this integration order, so it can take on any non-negative value.

* Limit: 0 to t - yl for the integral over xz - The first term of (2) shows that xl,

the interarrival time of the first arrival must be less t - yl.

* Limit: 0 to c00 for the integral over yl - (2) imposes no explicit limitation on Y2

in this integration order, so it can take on any non-negative value.



The order of integration was chosen for simplicity of analysis in this case. The

inner integral involves a max function, which must be resolved into the sum of two

integrals over separate ranges. This results in the sum of the following two integrals:

ft t-y p(j j , 2, Y1, y2)d 2dy2dxldyl (3)
J 0 t-yi-Xi yl

fot f j-y 1 -X 1  t-YXl p(x1x2, Y2 i, y2)dx 2dy2dxldy1  (4)
J O J t-y2-X1

In order to resolve the max function in the integral, consider two cases: First,

assume that yl > t - y2 - X1 , then the max function resolves to yl and the integral

(3) is the result. Note that for the integral for y2 we have changed the limits since

we now have the condition y2 > t - Yl - x1 from the resolution of the max function.

The second case is where yl < t - Y2 - X1, and this results in the max function being

resolved as in expression (4). Again, we have changed the limits of the integral for Y2

since we now have the condition y2 < t - yl - X1 from the max function resolution

assumption.

It remains to show that the lower limits of all the integrals are positive. Since

all variables have exponential PDF, the only lower limits in the integrals that need

analysis are t - yl - xz in the xz integral in (3), and the limit t - y2 - X1 in the x2

integral in (4). First consider t - yl - xl = t - (yl + xl) in (3). In the model, this

quantity is the send time minus the sum of the interarrival and service time of the

first arrival. By construction of the event (2) this quantity must be greater than 0,

since t must be greater than the sum, otherwise, blocking by the second arrival would

not occur. Now consider the limit t - y2 - X1 in (4). From the integral for y2 in (4),

the maximum value that Y2 can take on is t - yl - x1, which was just shown to be

positive. Then the limit in (4) has a minimum value of t - (t - yl - xl) - xl = yl.

We know that yl is positive, so this ensures positivity of the limit.



Exponential PDF for cross traffic durations

We use MATLAB symbolic integration to produce the expressions for these integrals.

MATLAB uses the Maple application to perform the symbolic integration of multi-

variable expressions with symbolic limits. The analysis results in the following two

expressions, with A, p, t as as symbols. The expression that results from integrating

(3) is:

(-3e-( )t - Ate - (Ax + )t + 3e- " t + 2t2 e-"t - 2Ate - /t)
A 2

The expression that results from integrating (4) is:

P-(2e-( + A)t + Ate - (A+±)t - 2e-1t + Ate - t t)
A

It is instructive to examine the limits as t is varied. Examining these expressions

we analyze the limits. For a given A, p both expressions (and hence, the sum) go to

zero as t approaches 1 and oo. This makes sense as blocking by the second arrival is

very unlikely for an update interval that is very short (first arrival, or no arrival will

block system), or very long update intervals (both arrivals will have arrived and been

serviced).

Evaluating the two expressions yield the following two expressions with [t, A = 1,

respectively for (3) and (4).

1
-3e - 2t - te - 2t + 3 e- t + -t2et - 2te - t

2

2e - 2t + te- 2t - 2e-t + te- t

Summing these two expressions for (3) and (4) along with the expression resulting

from (1) yields the following combined expression for PLB(~i(t) = 1), which we graph

below:

t2e-t _ e-2t -t
2
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For both exponential and Pareto distributions, we have written a simulation of the

transient analysis to verify the results of the analysis. The simulation models nodes

A, B, intermediate nodes, and models cross traffic and arbitrary sends as prescribed

by the descriptions above. For interarrival times and durations for the cross traffic

are drawn from MATLAB implementations of the appropriate distributions. The

simulation was run for tens of thousands of iterations until the statistic in question,

in this case, blocking probability, had stabilized, not varying more than 10-4 after a

few thousand more iterations. We expect the simulation results to match that of the

analysis in all cases.

Figures 4-3(a)(b) show results for p, A = 1. The four node results in Figure 4-

3(b) were calculated using the formula for the union of independent events as shown

above. The upper bound curve in both of the figures show the rough upper bound we

described in the analysis. This has the benefit of bracketing the blocking probability

with an upper bound and lower bound. Notice that the upper bound becomes less

tight in both cases as t increases. This is to be expected, since a longer t means that

there are more dynamics/arrivals that can happen after the update. Nevertheless the

upper bound tracks the behavior and shape of the lower bound closely, and is a useful

result. Overall, the results show that the blocking probability lower bound is very

significant, even for low arrival rates.

Pareto PDF for durations

If the durations Y1, Y2 have pareto (heavy-tailed) distributions, we must alter the

above integrals to reflect this. Recall that the PDF for a pareto distribution has the

form:

P(x) = a kQ x - ( +1l) k > 0, > 1, x > k

In particular, the domain of the distribution is from k to oc. Therefore, care must

be taken so that the limits of the integrals reflect this restriction. In the case of single

arrival blocking, the integral for (1) remains the same as long as t > k. Case (2) ( the



integral (*)) changes considerably as the two integrals (3) and (4) have new limits,

although we have resolved the max function in the same way as for the Exponential

PDF. This results in the two integrals (3a) and (3b), which we analyze below:

i J I ft-x)p(xl, x2,y1, 2)dx2dy2dxldyl (3a)
0 max(k,t-yl-xl) Y1

We present the limit analysis for the integral (3a), proceeding from the innermost

integral outward. This integral results from the max function in (*) resolved as

Y1 > t - y2 - 1:

* Limit: yl to t - yl for the integral for x2 - x2, interarrival time of the second

arrival must be greater than yi by the second term of (2) and it must be greater

than t - xl by the first term of (2).

* Limit: max(k, t - yl - xl) to oo for the integral for y2 - The duration of the

second arrival Y2 must be greater than k, the Pareto PDF domain lower limit,

otherwise it cannot block at time t. It must also be greater than t - yx - zl

by the assumption that we have made for integral (3a) with respect to the max

function in (*). The second arrival duration can be as long as the distribution

will allow or a limit of oo.

* Limit: 0 to t - yl for the integral for xl - The first and third terms of (2) show

that xj, the interarrival time of the first arrival must be less than t - yl.

* Limit: k to t for the integral for yl - Given that the above conditions are met,

yl, the duration of the first arrival can be any positive value less than t as

stipulated by the first term of (2). In this case the lower limit of the Pareto

PDF is k, so this is the lower limit of this integral.

St ma(kty - ft-l p(x 1, 2, Y1,y 2)dx 2dY2 dxldy1 (4a)
k0 k t--y2-X1



We present the limit analysis for the integral (4a), proceeding from the innermost

integral outward. This integral results from the max function in (*) resolved as

Yl < t - Y2 - Xl:

* Limit: t - Y2 - X1 to t - xl for the integral of x 2 - The lower limit comes from

the fourth term of (2), as well as the resolution of the max function described

above. The upper limit comes from the first term of (2) which says that x2

must be greater than t - xl.

* Limit: k to max(k, t - yl - x1 ) for the integral of y2 - The lower limit on Y2 is

k, which is the lower limit of the Pareto PDF. The upper limit comes from the

need for the duration to be at least k, if not as large as the limit imposed by

the resolution of the max function from (*), or yl < t - Y2 - x1.

* Limit: 0 to t - yl for the integral of x, - The lower limit on the interarrival time

of the first arrival is obviously 0, the upper limit comes from the first term of

(2).

* Limit: k to t for the integral of Yl - The lower limit k is the lower bound on the

domain of the Pareto PDF, the upper limit is t, since the duration of the first

arrival cannot be larger than t, since it cannot cause blocking in the case of (2).

Resolving of the max functions in the same manner as above results in sum of

four integrals. We continue to assume t > k. We explain the origins of each integral

in turn as they relate to either (3a) or (4a).

First, it is useful to write down the two integrals that result from resolution of the

max function in (3a). We will label them (3a*) and (3a**)

Jk J Oky) fk -p(xx 2 , Y1, y2)dx2dY2d2xldy1  (3a*)

This integral comes from resolving the max function in (3a) as k > t - yx - Xl.

This implies that xl > t - k - yi, as reflected by the lower limit for the integral for

x1 in (3a*). The max function is introduced to ensure positivity of the lower limit.

We therefore need to further resolve (3a*) into two more integrals as follows:

51



ik ty jp(Xl, x 2, y1, y2)dz2dy2dxldyl

Here we have resolved the max function in (3a*) to say that 0 > t - k - yl,

implying that yl > t - k. This restriction is reflected in the lower limit of the integral

for yl. Note that we are currently assume that t > k so t - k is guaranteed to be

positive.

j j-  j p(xl, X2, y1, y2)dx2dy2dxldyl
Jt-k-y1 Jk Yr

Here we have resolved the max function in (3a*) to say that 0 < t - k - yl,

implying that yl < t - k. This restriction is reflected in the upper limit of the integral

for yl.

The second integral from (3a) is (3a**):

t jt-k-yi fj t-p(x 1, x 2, yl, y2)dx 2dy2dxldyi (3a**)

This integral comes from resolving the max function as k < t - yl - xl. This

implies that xl < t - k - yl, as reflected in the upper limit in the integral for xl in

(3a**). This restriction also implies that yl < t - k - xl. Since we know xl is a

positive value from its PDF, we can conclude that yl < t - k, and this is reflected in

the upper limit in the integral for yl.

This analysis of (3a) results in a sum of the integrals:

i -Y' o I - xl p (x x, Z2, l 1, 2)dx 2dy2dxIdy1

t-k t-y l t-XI

jt- k -yl j•ooj -p(xl, x 2, Y1, Y2)dx 2dy2dxldy1

It-k t-k-yj 00' 
t-zi

jt-k jt-k-yli 
Y -i p(xl, x2 , yl , y2)dx 2dy2dx dyl

Analysis of (4a) results in one more integral, with derivation below:



f~t 1 ft-k-y jt-k-y i p(x1, X2, Y1, Y2)dx 2dY2dx1dy1
)0 k t-y2-1X1

If we resolve the max function in (4a) for the y2 integral to such that k > t-yl -xl,

then the integration limits become from k to k and the result is zero. Therefore, the

resolution of the max function must be the term t - yl - x1 and this is the upper

limit of the y2 integral. yl can clearly only be in the range [k, t], since if it is longer it

would be active at time t. xl must be short enough to allow yl to complete by t, so

xl < t - k - yl, which is a tighter bound than the original t - yl in (4a). We therefore

change the upper limit of the integral for x, to reflect this.

The sum of the above four integrals form the blocking probability lower bound

when t > k.

In the case t < k, any blocking must be due to the first arrival. If t < k, blocking

corresponds to X 1 being less than t, since if this condition exists, we have guaranteed

blocking. Recall that the domain of the pareto distribution is > k. Then the integral

for (1) becomes:

p(xl)dxl

These integrals do not admit a simple closed-form solution for the Pareto PDF

as the Exponential PDF did. Therefore we resort to using numerical integration in

MATLAB using a four-nested loop. We discretize a range vector for the Pareto PDF

for (yi, Y2) as well as the exponential PDF for (x 1, x2), as four vectors of equal size. We

loop over each of these vectors, checking for specific conditions specified by the limits

of the integrals above. Note that the loops must be nested in the same order as the

order of integration. To calculate the volume of the increments, we use the MATLAB

int() function. The MATLAB int() function calculates a discrete approximation to

an integral of a specfied dimension using numerical limits in each dimension and a

functional description of the objective function. In this case we use it to calculate

a 4-dimensional, discrete approximation to the integral of the joint PDF for each

increment of the four variables, summing when the limit conditions are met. This
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was done for each of the integrals above, and the result was summed to get the final

result.

We have also implemented a simulation of the two arrival scenario that draws

numbers from an exponential distribution for arrival times and a Pareto distribution

for holding times. The simulation was run for tens of thousands of iterations until

the statistic in question, in this case, blocking probability, had stabilized, not varying

more than 10-4 after a few thousand more iterations. The simulation models the same

number of nodes and distributions as the analysis. Figure 4-4(a)(b) show results for

the transient analysis assuming flows follow a Pareto distribution with an average of

one second. These results show a higher blocking probability for the analysis using

the the heavy-tailed Pareto distribution, when compared to the exponential. This

is likely because the durations in the Pareto case have a non-zero lower bound and

longer duration flows are more probable. The simulation results match closely the

numerical integration results which shows the accuracy of the analysis.
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4.2.3 Summary

The curves show clearly the problem with timescale introduced by periodic updates.

In summary, an update based approach must update very rapidly (<< 1 second) if it

is to provide valid network state information. Recent GMPLS implementations have

reported an update interval of approximately 3-4 updates every 30 seconds. This

periodicity appears to be much higher than that needed for a reasonable blocking

probability. Also note that these updates suffer time-of-flight latency as well. GMPLS

allows tuning of these parameters to reduce the broadcast period, but this approach

may result in excessive control traffic for the update-based approach.

4.3 Analysis of Reservation-Based Optical Connec-

tion Setup

Current literature proposes a reservation-based approach for optical connection setup

in a MAN or WAN. This approach proposes setup based on network state informa-

tion found by on-demand network exploration packets, making reservations on the

a return trip to the sender. We analyze a simple reservation-based network exam-

ining implications of this for connections of short duration (• 1 second) and high

arrival rate (i.e. high utilization). We perform transient behavior analysis on a net-

work model to analyze a reservation-based approach. Our results show that control

network latency results in significant blocking probability for the reservation-based

approach in a highly dynamic network (e.g an OFS network)

4.3.1 Motivation

An OFS network must make choices for routing and wavelength assignment for all-

optical connection setup. A reservation-based approach uses network state infor-

mation gathering control packets to determine the availability of network resources

on-demand. In this approach, upon arrival of a connection request the sending node

sends packets to examine the state of the network along one or more routes to the



destination. At the destination, the information gathered by these packets are evalu-

ated and a route and wavelength are selected in order to make a reservation i.e. hold

optical resources for the request. A reservation control packet is then sent along the

selected route and actual reservations are made in the reverse direction. Upon receipt

of the reservation packet, the sender is informed of the successful reservation and the

flow is sent.

The issue we address in this study is that both the information packets and reser-

vation packets suffer latency. At minimum this latency is time-of-flight delay, but it

can also include queuing and processing delays. These delays result in the informa-

tion gathered being stale i.e. out of date by the time they are received. In a similar

way, the reservation packet suffers delays during which the state of the network can

change from the protocols original view. We investigate the impact of these delays

on a simple network model.

4.3.2 Methodology

The network model for analysis is structurally the same as the network shown in

Figure 4-1. In studying the reservation-based protocol, we analyze the blocking prob-

ability of the network using the following assumptions/protocol.

* A connection request to B arrives at A at time to, there are N intermediate

nodes. A single arrival blocks the reservation.

* Cross-traffic arrives at the intermediate nodes with an exponentially distributed

interarrival time with parameter A.

* Control packets suffer a time-of-flight delay at each hop of d.

* A sends an information-gathering packet at time to to B along the route.

* The information packet finds each intermediate node free (otherwise, the reser-

vation would be canceled).

* Upon receipt of the information packet, B sends a reservation packet to A to

reserve the resources that are apparently free.



Our analysis proceeds in two independent phases. It is possible to analyze the

protocol using a single phase, involving the calculation of the probability of blocking

given a round trip time. We have chosen the phase-based approach as it makes the

phases explicit, and allows for manipulation of the phases independently, if desired.

First, we analyze the information gathering phase from A to B. In this phase we

calculate the probability of an arrival during the phase after the information packet

passes each node. We assume that cross traffic arrives at each node as a Poisson

process with parameter A. Thus for any node i, the probability that there will be an

arrival at i by the end of the phase (Pbl) is:

Pbl(i) = 1 - A d(N - i + 1) e- Ad(N - i+ l )

That is, at node i, we wait (N - i + 1) latencies for the Poisson process to have an

arrival. The probability of an arrival clearly decreases with increasing i. Then, the

overall probability of an arrival at any node after the phase is:

N

Pbl = U P(arr at node i)
i=1

This is a union of N independent events, with the probability of each depending

on i. This is then:

N

Pbl = l - H(I - Pbl(i))
i=1

Analysis of the reservation phase proceeds similarly. Define Pb2 to be the blocking

probability during this phase. Given that there was no arrival during the information

phase, the probability that there will be a blocking arrival to node i during the

reservation phase is the same as before:

Pb2(i) = 1 - Ad(N - i + 1)e - d(N- i+l )

Making the probability of blocking in phase two:



N

Pb2 = 1 - JJ(1 - Pb2(i))
i=1

As an optimistic assumption, we condition overall blocking on the event that

blocking does not occur in both phase one and phase two. This results in the following:

Pb = P(bl U b21bl n b2) = P(bllbl n b2) + P(b2bl1 n b2) - P(bl n b21bl n b2) =

P(bllbl n b2) + P(b2|b1 n b2)

Where the last equality holds because of mutually exclusive events. Use of Bayes

Rule and DeMorgans Law shows that:

P(bl)(1 - P(b2))
2 - P(bl) - P(b2) - (1 - P(bl))(1 - P(b2))

Similarly for blocking in phase two we have:

SP(b2)(1 - P(bl))
2 - P(bl) - P(b2) - (1 - P(bl))(1 - P(b2))

The overall blocking probability is the sum of these two as described above.

Accounting for duration

A slightly more detailed analysis takes duration of cross-traffic arrivals (Y) into ac-

count. In this case, we assume that arrivals have independent randomly distributed

durations. While we still consider only one arrival at each node, we now account for

the case of the arrival departing before it can actually block the A- > B reservation.

In this case, the expression for blocking changes for both phases of the protocol. De-

fine RTT(i, d) to be the round trip time from node i with inter-node latency d, and

lway(i, d) to be the one way delay from node i given inter-node For a node i, the

probability of blocking for the phases are is:



Pbl = P(arr at node i A duration > RTT(i, d))

Pb2 = P(arr at nodei A duration > way(i, d))

These expressions are intersections of independent events so we can multiply prob-

abilities:

Pbl = P(arr at node i)P(duration > RTT(i, d))

Pb2 = P(arr at node i)P(duration > 1way(i, d))

Here, RTT(i) is the round trip time from i through B back to i, and lway(i) is

the one way trip time from B to i. Given the PDF of Y, we can calculate these

probabilities as functions of i and d:

2(N-i+l)d

P(duration > RTT(i, d)) = 1- py (y) dy

(N-i+l)d

P(duration > lway(i, d)) = 1 - py(y)dy

For Y with an exponential PDF this evaluates to:

P(duration > RTT(i, d)) = 1 - (1 - e- 2(N- i+l)d) = e- 2(N- i+l )d

P(duration > lway(i, d)) = 1 - (1 - e- (N - i+l)d) = e- (N-i+l)d

Figures 4-5(a) and (b) show the blocking probability results for network round

trip times (RTT) of 50 and 100 milliseconds respectively, for up to N=100 nodes. 50

ms is close to time-of flight delay for a WAN, while 100 ms may include some software

delay or other processing overheads. The average interarrival time and service time
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is one second, and both are exponentially distributed. Recall that a single arrival in

either phase blocks the reservation. The dashed lines in the plots show the results of a

simulation of the reservation-based approach carried out in MATLAB. The blocking

probabilities obtained are virtually the same as the analysis and verify the result.

Both graphs illustrate the issue with reservation-based approaches for connection

setup. For N=10 nodes, the 50ms and 100ms RTT graphs show a blocking probability

of nearly 20% and 30% respectively. This shows a timescale mismatch between this

approach and the problem of rapid dynamic connection setup. The effect of including

durations is small with blocking slightly lower.

Consideration of Cross-Traffic Length

A concern for the blocking probability analysis above is that it is too pessimistic as it

assumes that each cross traffic arrival occupies exactly one node. This is a pessimistic

view because it ignores the case that a short duration arrival blocks a subsequent long

duration arrival due to path length, and overall blocking does not occur due to this

loss.

In this subsection, we calculate an upper bound on the probability of this event

based on an assumption of up to two arrivals to the system. In order to ensure

an upper bound, we assume that all arrivals occupy the route to B and the time

we consider is an entire round-trip reservation interval R. The system is now a loss

network with two incoming arrivals with independent variables defined as follows:

X1 : interarrival time of first arrival

Y1 : duration of first arrival

X2 : interarrival time of second arrival

Y2 : duration of second arrival

Then the event we are seeking has the form:



(XI + Y, < R) A (X2 < Y1) A (X + X2 + Y2 > R) (5)

The first two terms in the event ensure that the second arrival is lost before

the reservation interval. The third term ensures that the second arrival would have

blocked the system if it had not been lost. As these are independent variables, the

joint PDF is known so the probability of the event is an integration over each variable.

The resulting integral is:

1 oR joR-y f0 2 J R p(x1 , x2 , yi, y2)d x 2dy 2dxdyl
0 0 R--Xl--z2 0max(,R-y2-x21)

An explanation of the limits of this integral follows:

* Limit: max(O, R - y2 - x1) to Yl for the integral of xl - This lower limit comes

from the third term of (5) with the max function used to ensure positivity of

the limit. The upper limit comes from the second term of (5).

* Limit: R - xl to oo for the integral of Y2 - This lower limit comes from the

third term of (5). Note that this limit is guaranteed to be positive because the

xl must be less than R because of the first two terms of (5). The duration of

the second arrival can is unbounded making the upper limit oo.

* Limit: 0 to R-y 1 for the integral of xl - The lower limit says that the interarrival

time of the first arrival can be as low as 0. The upper limit comes directly from

the first term of (5).

* Limit: 0 to R for the integral of yl - The duration of of the first arrival can be

as large as R but no larger, due to the limits imposed by the first term of (5).

The resolution of the max function in the integral above results in a sum of two

integrals

1 R jR -y i, yf p(x, X2, Yi, y 2)dX 2dy2dx1dy (6)
0 0 R-xt Ry2-X1



The above integral comes from the case where R - yl - zx > 0. This ensures

positivity of all lower limits in the integral.

jR jR-yl j, j p(xi x2 , Y1, y2)dx2dy2dxldyi (7)

The above integral comes from the case where R - yi - xl < 0. This ensures

positivity of all lower limits in the integral.

For our analysis we assume all variables in the expressions take on exponential

PDFs so:

px,(x) = px2 (X) = Ae-X" (x > 0) PY (y) = py2 (y) = Pe--"(y > 0)

We can use the MATLAB symbolic integration package to get the expressions

that result from integration of (6) and (7). This package uses the Maple mathemat-

ical routines to perform integration for an arbitrary number of integrands. These

results will result in expressions in terms of A, p, R. The expression that results from

integrating (6) is:

P (2e - (A+ p )R + 1 -(A+2p)R + Ae-(A+p)RR + Ae-ILRR - 5 e-MR)
A +L 2 2

The expression that results from integration of (7) is:

S(2e- (+)R - _e- (A+2/)R + Ae-IRR- -- 6R)
A+ 2 2

It is informative to look at the limits as R varies. We can see from that for both

expressions (and hence, their sum), the value goes to 0 as R goes to c00 and 0. In

the case that R is very small, it is very unlikely that the second arrival would occur

during the reservation interval so the probability it would be lost is close to zero. As

R goes to oc, it becomes unlikely that the second arrival would be long enough to

block the system (if it had been able to enter the system), so this probability should

go to 0 as well.
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Figure 4-6: Probability of loss due to maximum path length

The results below are for the case when A = p = 1. The integral has been per-

formed using the MATLAB symbolic integration package, which performs symbolic

integration of formulas using symbolic integral limits. The package calls into the

Maple mathematical library to perform the integration symbolically. The analysis

resulted in the following expression:

e- 2R + 1/4e- 3R + e-2RR+ 1/2e-RR - 5/4e-R + -1/4e -3  + e-2R + 1/2e- R - 3/4e-R

The first five terms in this expression come from the integral (6), and the rest

from the integral (7). Using this expression, we can calculate the probability of (5)

given a value for R. The results are tabulated in the table below for 3 R values.

As can be seen by the calculations in Figure 4-6, the effect of path length is minimal

mainly due to the small timescales being considered for the reservation approach.

Compared to the blocking probabilities that were found by the reservation-based

analysis earlier in this section, the values in 4-6 are at least 4 orders of magnitude

smaller. This shows that path length is at most a secondary effect in the analysis.

4.4 Discussion

We have seen the following from the analysis:

* An update-based network information dissemination approach provides infor-

mation that rapidly becomes stale and less useful with time.

* A reservation-based approach suffers from latency that causes apparently promis-

ing reservations to fail with high frequency. This occurs when the arrival rate A



and average duration p are on the order of a second, and the number of nodes

is on the order of 10. In this particular case, we have seen that an end-to-end

latency of .05 seconds can result in a large blocking probability for reservations.

There are other timescales for these parameters that can result in high blocking

as well. In general, that a tradeoff exists between the rate of arrival A, the

service time p, and the round-trip time, defined by and d and N for our model.

A for a given N, a higher arrival rate and smaller duration for flows will result in

smaller timescale changes in network resource allocation. If the order of these

changes are on the order of the RTT time, then a reservation-based approach

will suffer blocking, as seen in the transient analysis. Obviously a higher num-

ber of intermediate nodes, N, will also result in higher blocking, as there is more

incident cross traffic in this case.

These two issues show that a control plane for an all-optical network must address

the issue of timescale if it is to be effective. As a point of comparison, timescale is

less important in packet-based IP networks [41] because of the presence of buffering

capabilities at routers. This discussion does not explore possible solutions to the

timescale issues although they do exist, and are being studied.

As a concluding note, the studies contained in this chapter can be considered to

be largely independent of those of subsequent chapters. This is because subsequent

studies use an idealized control network that makes allocations in the network im-

mediately and wholesale. The reader may want to consider the performance of the

networks in subsequent chapters if modeling of a control plane such as that we have

described here was included.





Chapter 5

Basic OFS Model

5.1 OFS Model Assumptions

We wish to study the behavior of OFS using closed form and numerical analysis. The

first step is to choose a model for an OFS network architecture that accurately models

the essential behavior of the network. In this section, we define a basic model of OFS,

a single-channel general mesh network topology. In order to focus the study, we make

certain assumptions about the design of this model. We list these here, along with

our choices, along with some justification.

* Scale and Topology - As stated earlier, we are studying OFS in a MAN

connecting to WAN scenario. While the scale of these networks seem large in

terms of geographical scale, they are small in terms of the number of optical

components and terminals. We expect the diameter of both optical MAN and

WAN networks to be less than 10 nodes.

* Physical Infrastructure - Network components are idealized versions of opti-

cal fibers, switches and end terminals. We do not model physical infrastructure

in detail because it is complex and not germane to the statistical outputs we are

trying to obtain. In addition, we do not model control messages in the current

analysis.



* Application Layer - Our model assumes connection requests are generated

by abstract arrival processes, as opposed to concrete applications. OFS flows

will have probabilistic holding or transaction times specified by probability dis-

tributions. This makes the models solvable using Markov theory and this is

sufficient for our purposes. For the same reasons, we do not model application

layer or user interface effects.

* Channel Layout - The networks to be studied have single or multiple channels

per fiber. In the multiple channel case, we assume no wavelength conversion.

This assumption imposes the wavelength continuity constraint on our models.

* Metrics - Two user-based outputs of the model are in terms of blocking prob-

ability, and delay of OFS flows. In addition, we examine utilization of optical

network resources as a metric of interest to network designers. Mathematical

definitions for each of these metrics will be presented later in this thesis.

These assumptions lead to the model of choice, which we describe here. Note that

for subsequent specific studies presented in later chapters, additional assumptions

about the scenario need to be made. However, the basic assumptions of the model

(specification, physical layer) remain the same throughout all studies presented here.

This formulation is similar to the circuit switch model described in [4]. We have

modified it to suit our purposes in modeling OFS.

5.2 Description of Model Network Components

Figure 5-1(a) shows a general mesh network. It contains a collection of nodes, in

this case a 4x4 mesh, and directional links between the nodes for optical connections.

Each link can have a number of channels, and we assume this number to be equal

among all links in the network. For this initial expository discussion, we assume that

there is a single channel per link but we will expand this assumption in later models.

The nodes are presumed to be idealized Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs). They are

channel selective and fully non-blocking, and can reconfigure instantaneously. These
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Figure 5-1: Network for Analysis

assumptions are not realizable in real-world networks, but they serve both to simplify

the model as well as lend the hypothesis of this thesis more credence. Links will be

denoted as 11 and will have generic indices for the network of interest. Channels within

links are also distinct, but we do not give notation for them here, since our current

model is of a single-channel per link. A channel in the directional link is said to be

utilized if both it and its source nodes output port are in use. This is an important

concept as the metrics of these models will depend on utilization of channels (i.e.

links).

We now define a route inside the network. A route is defined to be a series of

consecutive directional links (and associated nodes) that does not contain a the same

node twice. Figure 5-1(b) shows an example route in the 4x4 mesh network. We will

designate a route as rXY where the subscript n is a generic index, and the values

X and Y denote the beginning and ending node of the route. The route shown in

Figure 5-1(b) would be written rAB since it is from node A to node B and can have an

arbitrary index. Generally a route rn can be expressed as a collection of consecutive

links as follows:

I. I,

| A

Me



In this example, the source node of link li is node X and the end node of link Ik

is node Y. As long as the intermediate nodes are consecutive in the network and no

node is encountered twice, this is a valid route. The route in Figure 5-1(b) would be

written, given the links labeled in the figure:

rAB {1112131415}

A routeset R in a network may be defined as a set of valid routes. The cardinality

of a routeset R is denoted IRI. A routeset is defined as follows:

R ArAB 2AC 3AD YZI1=zrl r2 r3 ... rn

A valid routeset defines a routing on the network in that it defines all the active

node pairs and what routes are used to communicate between them. The subscript of

each route denotes its index; the superscript denotes the starting and ending nodes

of the route. An example of this might be a shortest-path routing between specific

pairs of nodes. The route shown in Figure 5-1(b) is a shortest path route between

nodes A and B. There are others, and the entire collection of these routes might form

an example routeset. The maximum cardinality of a routeset with 1 links has order

0(2(12))

5.3 Description of OFS Traffic Model

5.3.1 Arrival and Departure Process Definition

We model traffic as a set of stochastic processes at each of the routes in the network.

These processes are defined by free parameters in the model and are considered to be

inputs. The processes are stochastic and will be described by probability distributions.

In particular for the traffic process to be completely specified, it needs a flow arrival



distribution and a flow holding time distribution. Analysis then proceeds using these

distributions to calculate metrics of interest about the network model.

For the present discussion, we present the a traffic model using basic distributions.

Later models use more complex distributions. For an arrival process model, we choose

the Poisson arrival process. This process defines an inter-arrival distribution for flows

that is exponential with a single parameter A, which is the average arrival rate.

More details about the Poisson arrival process can be found in [7]. For a routeset

R as defined above, we can define a collection of arrival processes that define the

distribution of call arrivals to each of the individual routes. We write such a set A:

A = {A1A2A3 .... n

Note that this set must have the same cardinality as the routeset, [RI. It defines

the distribution of the arrival process of flows at each route in the network. We

can similarly define the holding time distribution of the flow at each route. For this

discussion, we use random variable with an exponential distribution for the holding

times, with parameter p, and Probability Density Function (PDF):

PX(z) = pe-" , x > 0

Therefore, given the routeset R defined above, we can describe the holding time

distributions for the routeset, 17 as follows:

T!= 1-P2131 .... Pn}

Again, the cardinality must match that of the routeset. These distributions define

the traffic that arrives at the OFS network. The traffic model here is related to that

of basic queuing models as discussed in [7], but these models are more complex due

to the interaction of the routes in the topology of the network.



5.4 OFS State Space Model Description

5.4.1 System State Definition

We now define a state of the OFS model. Qualitatively, for a given network, the state

describes the occupancy of each route inside the network by OFS flows. Since routes

are comprised of links and nodes, a valid state description describes the occupancy of

each of the links and nodes of the system and in fact the entire network. The model

state evolves with time. As the arrival and departure processes evolve, the system will

change state, that is, undergo state transitions. This is due to flows being admitted

to the network or flows departing the network. A flow arrival to a route will cause the

network to transition to another state (possibly to the same state). The departure of

a flow will cause the network to transition to another distinct state. By studying the

time average state that the system is in, we can quantify the performance of OFS for

a number of models of interest.

For a given network, assume that we have a routeset R, of cardinality IRI, that

describes all the routes that are defined for the network. Recall that we are currently

studying networks with a single channel per link. The state S(t) of the network as a

function of time, can therefore be expressed as a length IRI binary vector that evolves

with time, where we denote S(t) as a vector:

S(t) =< blb2b3...bIRI >

Here, each of the bi correspond to a binary digit, for example, at a particular time

T, we might have:

S(T) =< 011...0 >

We stipulate that bi = 1 iff route ri is occupied by an OFS flow. So, in the above

example, routes b2 and b3 have active flows. If a flow is active at a route, all links

involved in route ri are occupied. We now define the conditions for admissibility of a

particular state. Given the above formulation, it is clear that there are 2 1R1 possible



states. However, due to constraints on channels (equivalent to link constraints for the

present discussion), not all of these state assignments are admissible. In particular,

each link can only be occupied by one flow. Therefore, in any particular state, if two

or more routes that involve the same link are active, then the state is not admissible.

The converse and inverse of this statement are also true. Using more formal notation,

we define a boolean value function of a state ADM(S(t)) as follows:

ADM(S(t)) = 1 f = 0
links in riER s.t. bi=1

This formula states that the ADM takes on a value of 1 iff none of the routes that

are active in the argument state occupy the same link. This is a basic condition for

admissibility in this single channel network.

In general, our analysis will deal only with admissible states of the system. That

is, states S(t) where ADM(S(t)) = 1.

5.4.2 Transition Definition

In order to fully specify the structure of the state space, we must define inter-state

transitions. Transitions define the structure of the state space model, specifically

state-to-state transitions given an arrival or departure of traffic. We have already

seen arrival and holding time processes defined for routes inside the network. The

processes we defined will form the rates of transition in the continuous time Markov

model. An arrival of a flow to a route ri will cause a transition to another state iff

the state generated by making bi -- 1 is admissible as defined above. Otherwise, we

consider the arrival blocked and it departs the system. This will be further discussed

when we discuss performance metrics below. A departure of a flow will always result

in an admissible state.

Given definitions for states of the system we can define a Markov Chain that

describes transitions between these states. The rates for these transitions are defined

by the A and Ji parameters in the traffic model. More formally, define two state

transitions exiting in the state S, TD which is a departure transition and TA, an



arrival transition as follows:

S -+TD S'

S TA S"

Assume that both the transitions are associated with the route ri in R. Then for

the departure transition TD we have:

S =< blb2b3.... b = lbji+... >-- TD S' =< blb 2b3 ....bi = Obi+1... >

Here the application of rD to state S has resulted in a state S' where bi = 0 or

equivalently where there is no active call at route ri. By earlier definitions, the rate

of transition from S to S' is -rD = pi.

In the case of an arrival transition, there are several cases. If bi = 1 in state S,

then the arriving call cannot be admitted. Therefore in this case, S" = S, and the

call is blocked. Otherwise, if bi = 0 in state S, then we apply the ADM function to the

state Sbi= which is the same as S except that bi = 1. If ADM(Sb,=1 ) = 0 then the

call cannot be admitted and S" = S and the arriving call is blocked. Otherwise, the

call can be admitted and becomes active at the route r2 . This means that S" = Sbi=l

and the rate of the transition from S to S" is TA = Ai.

These definitions of states and state-to-state transitions define the entirety of this

OFS Markov model. We will apply numerical and closed-form analysis to this model

in the subsequent chapters and find quantitative and theoretical results for the OFS

model presented. Modifications to this basic model will be described as they are

encountered in the analysis sections, but the basic state-space structure will remain

consistent. In the chapters that follow, the basic assumptions of the model described

here will be expanded to include:

* Specific network topology types

* Multiple channel networks

* Scheduled OFS networks



5.5 Metric Definitions

The state space model we have described allows average case analysis. Techniques

exist to calculate the stationary distribution of discrete-state Markov Chains such as

the one we have described here. This distribution assigns a long-term probability of

the system being in a particular state for every state in the model. Both numerical

and closed-form solutions exist for this problem. We now define the three generic but

rigorous metrics of interests in our studies: blocking probability (Pb), utilization (U)

and delay (D). In order to discuss these metrics, we introduce the following variable

definitions:

* Define a Markov Chain representing an OFS system with state space set S.

* Define S to be a variable representing an individual state in S.

* Define Ps to be the stationary probability of the state S.

* Define Ls to be the number of links in use in state S, recalling that we are

dealing with a single channel case at the moment.

* Define IRI to be the number of possible routes in the network; assuming routes

are indexed from 1 to IRI sequentially.

* Define Pb to be the overall blocking probability in the network modeled by S.

* Define U to be the utilization in the network modeled by S.

* Define D to be the average delay in the network modeled by S.

* The definitions for A, Iu from the Section 5.3 apply.

Given these definitions, we proceed to the metric definitions.

5.5.1 Blocking Probability

The blocking probability metric answers the following question: At some arbitrary

time when the system is in steady-state, given a flow arrival, and given an equal



likelihood of the arriving flow originating and terminating at any node, what is the

probability that the flow is blocked, i.e. not admitted to the system. Note that this

question explicitly assumes that at any type of call (route, length) is equally likely.

This is a particular assumption that we have made for our model; others are possible.

We now define steady-state blocking probability. In steady state, each state S has

some steady-state probability, Ps. Define Sbi=bi+l to be the state S with 1 added to

the component bi. Then the expression ADM(Sbi=bi+l) returns a 1 iff route ri can

admit an arrival in state S. If this this value is 1, there is no blocking of route ri in

S. We assume that every route is equally likely to have an arrival in steady state.

Thus the contribution of route ri in state S to the overall blocking probability is the

stationary probability of S, or Ps, times the fraction of Ps contributed by route ri,

or , recalling that in a given state we an arrival to any route equally likely. Finally,

we sum these contributions over all routes and all states to get the final expressions.

Note that the assumption that each route is equally likely to have an arrival can be

adjusted to reflect other models of arrivals.

The following is the definition for Pb, define Sbi=b±+l to be the state S with 1 added

to the component bi:

Pb=Z Z ADM(Sbibi+l)X+1  P
sE 1<i<lIRI

In words, the above formula sums over each state S and over each type of arrival to

route ri where 1 < i •< IR of the following: The admissibility function value (either 0

or 1) associated with adding a flow to the route ri times the reciprocal of the number

of call types that can possibly arrive which is the reciprocal of the number of routes

, times the probability of being in the state S (= Ps).

This sum adds up to Pb, the overall blocking probability of the system, in steady

state.



5.5.2 Utilization

The utilization metric answers the following question: In the long-term average, what

percent of links (channels) are in use in the system? This question looks at resource

occupation in the network, and is important from a network designers perspective.

Although modern WDM networks have a large number of channels, it is beneficial to

limit OFS to as small a proportion of the network as possible.

The following is the definition for U:

U = ZPs x Ls

SES

This summation averages the number of links in use by individual states over the

stationary distribution.

5.5.3 Delay

Flow delay is only applicable in a scheduled OFS model. Since the model has not

been presented yet, we defer its definition and calculation description to later in the

thesis.





Chapter 6

OFS Analysis

This chapter presents numerical analysis of the performance of an OFS system. The

models presented here can be considered to be specializations or extensions of the

basic OFS model presented in the previous chapter. Each section of the current

chapter will present an explanation and motivation of a particular instantiation of

an OFS model and numerical results for the model including the metrics involved.

Different metrics are involved in various models and the model description will include

a list of metrics where applicable. The model outputs studied here together form

strong evidence of a fundamental issue that we have identified for OFS and in fact

many all-optical network architecture approaches. The final section presents a simple

model for scheduled OFS which seems to give improved performance at the cost of

delaying calls an acceptable amount. We begin with a single-channel line network

model for OFS.

6.1 OFS in a Single-Channel Line Network

A line network is a multi-hop network with all nodes having a nodal degree of two

except for two nodes which are degree one. Figure 6-1(a) shows an example of a line

network. This network has N=5 nodes and a single optical channel connecting the 5

nodes. Note that the links in the network are directional, so traffic only flows in one

direction (left to right in the Figure 6-1(a)). The routes for flows to travel that are

79
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possible in this network are any number of contiguous links. For example, a route

from node 1 to node 5 exists involving all links, a route from node 2 to node 3 exists

involving the links emanating from nodes 2 and 3 and so on. Single node/link routes

also exist in the network model. In general, a single directional line network with N

nodes has EN1 i distinct routes in it.

Figure 6-1(b) shows a general, single channel mesh OFS network, with directional

links. In the figure, a particular directional route is highlighted between two given

nodes. If we assume that OFS calls emanate from any node and terminate at any node,

then calls will arrive to this route and use various contiguous segments of it according

to some arrival process, definable per-node. We can approximate this situation as a

line network, with arrival processes active at each of the nodes in the line network.

Of course, this is a rough approximation because inter-route interactions in the mesh

network make exact modeling of the arrival processes of flows to the nodes in the route

difficult. In this section, we will study a line network outside of the framework of a

mesh, and assign approximate arrival processes to each of the routes in the network.

We hope that this this will provide some analytical insight into the issues faced by

the full mesh problem.

As stated in the basic OFS model description in Chapter 5, we need to define a

state space and state transitions for any OFS model of interest. For the line network,

we now introduce notation that will make it simpler to specify each network model,

given a network of length N nodes (and therefore N links).

For a single channel line network of length N, we can define the following param-

eters in order to manipulate the model for study:

N : Number of intermediate nodes

y : Service rate of all calls/flows

A(i, j) : NxN matrix, of arrival rates of customers from node i to node j

Ai : Aggregate arrival rate of customers (to any destination) at node i



These quantities are analogous to the route sets, arrival and holding parameters

defined in Chapter 5, but specified in a different format for convenience. This defi-

nition allows for a parameterized arrival process for each node, length pair via the A

matrix. Each entry A(i, j) in the matrix represents the rate of calls arriving to the

route beginning at node i destined for node j, obviously of length (i-j+1). The calls

have a time duration that is exponentially distributed with a parameter y We now

define states and transitions for this single-channel line network model, as well as

admissibility conditions. These are a specialization of the basic OFS model presented

in Chapter 5.

6.1.1 State Space Model

We define a state space for the model and admissibility of a state as follows.

((t, i, j) : NxN matrix, element i,j = n if route from i to j contains n flows at time t; 0 otherwise

Since we are using the single channel assumption for these definitions, the only ad-

missible value of n is 1. By occupied, we mean that a single flow occupies the route

in the network from node i to node j (i.e. 4(t, i, j) = 1).

We define a demand transformation, given 4(t, i, j):

D[Q(] = D1D 2 ...DN : N-vector representing the number of calls active at each node in (D

1<j<i i<k<N

The free variables in the above sum j, k range from [1, i], and [j, N] respectively.

This makes the sum over all routes that begin before the node i and terminate past

node i. Summing the elements of 4 over these routes, yields the number of active

calls at node i. The demand transformation contains one component for each node



in the network and describes the number of active calls in the the state D. We can

now define the state of the system S at time t to be:

S(t) = {'(t,i,j)}

The state S is evidently a single 4. We will need to describe S as a set in later parts

of this chapter, but for now it can be a singleton. We can now define admissibility of

a state of the scheduled system:

S: admissible == ( admissible

S: admissible 4 D[] = D < 1 V 1 < i < N

The second definition says that a state D is admissible iff all of the demands that

it places on the links, i.e. the elements of the D[4] transformation are less than one.

This is due to the single channel assumption. We will only consider admissible states

of the network in the analysis of this section.

6.1.2 Transition Model

Given definitions for states of the system we can define a Markov Chain that describes

transitions between these states. The rates for these transitions are defined by the A

and p parameters in the traffic model. Define two state transitions exiting the state

S, TD(i, j) which is a departure transition and TA(i, j), an arrival transition as follows:

S ""+,(i,j) S'where S' = {js'}

S -- A(i,y) S"where S" = {ý= s

Departure Transition

We say that the departure transition TD(i, j) from state S to state S' exists if the

following three conditions are met:



1. 4 s(i,j) = 1

2. As'(i, j)= 0

3. 4S(k,1) 4=S'(k, 1)Vk, 1 < k, I < N, k i, i j

The first condition ensures that the call from i to j exists in the initial state S.

The second condition ensures that in the final state, the call has departed. Finally the

third condition forces all other state variables to be the same in the two states. The

rate of the departure transition TD(i,j) is evidently It corresponding to the service

rate of all calls.

Arrival Transition

The arrival transitions conditions are simply the inverses of the departure ones for

this system,

1. Ds(i,j) = 0

2. 4s"(i,j)= 1

3. As(k,1) =Ps"(k, 1)Vk, 1 1 < k,1 < N k # i,1 5 j

4. S 'S" admissible

The first condition ensures that the call from i to j does not exist in the initial

state S. The second condition ensures that in the final state, the call does exist. The

third condition forces all other state variables to be the same in the two states. The

final condition ensures that the final state is admissible as described earlier in the

chapter The rate of the arrival transition T-A(i,j) is evidently A(i, j), corresponding

to the arrival process of calls from node i to node j. Note that in our definitions, a

state transition can only involve a single event, be it an arrival or a departure.
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6.1.3 Analysis Description

The state model described in subsection 6.1.3 is a single-channel line network model

that is Markov, due to the memoryless properties of the transition distribution func-

tions (exponential). The model is also that of a circuit switched network. [4] provides

insight and analysis of this model and provides a computationally efficient method

of calculating its stationary distribution. We now describe this analysis, and prove

several of its properties. This analysis will yield our results for the single-channel line

network analysis and will also be useful for more complex models we present later in

this chapter. At the end of the development, we convert the analysis results in [4] to

our notation, so that we can calculate our results.

Figure 6-2(a) shows an example of a circuit-switched network. Each link has

capacity C and we assume that there are IRI routes in the network. The routes

overlap at various links, and there fore dependences are present between the number

of calls on each route in steady state. We assume arrival processes of calls and call

service processes at each route ri to be exponentially distributed with rates A,r and p,I

respectively. Note that our single channel line network takes this form with capacity

C = 1. We seek the stationary distribution of the Markov process that defines the

state of calls in the network.

To proceed with the analysis, temporarily assume that the link capacities are

infinite, that is, C = oc. Then the route-to-route overlaps become irrelevant, the

number of calls active at any route is mutually independent of any other route. In

this case, the routes behave as mutually independent M/M/00c queues [7]. Given

the arrival and service processes of calls, the state of the network is described by a

multi-dimensional (IRI - dimensional) Markov chain. Figure 6-2(b) is an example

of such a chain, of dimension 2. The chain represents the state of the system, with

transitions for arrivals (of rate A) and departures (of rate p) to each of the active

routes. There are several important claims on this Markov process which we note

here:

* The Markov chain is a multi-dimensional birth-death process, and each dimen-



sion represents a single-dimensional birth-death process. Also, each dimension

is mutually independent. Justification: This follows from the fact that each

dimension of the process represents a route and each route is mutually indepen-

dent.

* The Markov chain satisfies the detailed balance equations. Justification: Define

i, j to be states in the system, Pij, Pji to be the transition rates between the two

states. Finally, define 7ri, rj to be the stationary probability of the two states.

Then, the detailed balance equations state:

Pij'ri = Pjirrj V states

This follows from the fact that birth-death processes satisfy the detailed balance

equations [7].

* The Markov chain is time-reversible. Justification: This follows from the fact

that a Markov process that satisfies the detailed balance equations is said to be

a reversible Markov process or reversible Markov chain [8].

Based on these justified claims, we can analyze the stationary distribution of the

Markov chain.

First, we define the following terms:

* IRI - The number of active routes in the system.

* 7 - A vector of routes active in the system,

* T - A vector of non-negative integers representing the number of calls active at

each route in the system. This can also be termed a state of the system.

* ri - Element i of T.

* ni - Element i of T.

* Ai - The arrival rate of calls to route i.



* Pi - The service rate of calls on route i.

We have stated that each route behaves as an M/M/oo queue, so the stationary

distribution P,, (n) of having ni calls active on route ri , with arrival and service rates

Ari, Pri is:

Preo x (r)ini

Pr,(ni) = nri

Here. Prio is the probability of zero calls active at route ri. This formula comes

directly from fundamental results on queuing results in [7].

Because of independence of routes, the stationary distribution of calls active in

all of the states will take on a product form, with one term for each of the active

routes present in the model. Define Pf(ý) to be the stationary distribution of the

assignment of calls T to T. Note that the elements ni of the vector T can take on any

value zero or greater, because the capacity of routes is infinite:

IRI Prio x ( r )ni

R= l- 12P

i=1

This development applies to the infinite capacity case. What remains is to apply

capacity constraints to the network and therefore the objective Markov chain. Figure

6-3(a) shows visually the results of applying capacity constraints to the network. The

result is a truncated Markov chain, partitioning the original state space, or set of T,

into admissible and inadmissible states w.r.t. the capacity constraints placed on the

links. Admissible states are defined to be states that obey the capacity constraints, i.e.

all links have occupancy less than C. Otherwise the state is inadmissible. In Figure 6-

3(a) uses a thick red line to demarcate the border between admissible and inadmissible

state. Note that all transitions between inadmissible and admissible states have been

removed. In the truncated chain, the stationary probability of inadmissible states is

clearly zero, i.e. those states cannot be entered since they violate capacity constraints.

We now analyze the stationary probability of the admissible states of the truncated

chain. We first need to define a quantity G that represents the sum of the stationary
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probabilities of the admissible states in the infinite chain.

rio x (ri )ni
G ri

7EGadmissible 1<i<|RI

Here, the sum is over all admissible states, and the thing being summed is the

stationary probability of each of those states, as derived above. Again, PrO is the

probability of zero calls active at route ri. The insight provided by [4] is that the

stationary probability of admissible states is the probability of the state in the non-

truncated chain, scaled by the factor G defined above. We first present the formula

for the distribution and then immediately prove that it is true:

PTEadmissible i=1 i ni (1)

A~admissible = 0

Note that in this formula, the Pro terms will cancel, so we need not be concerned

with them in our analysis. In order to show that this is indeed the distribution, we

need to show two things. First, the distribution must sum to unity which is shown

by the following:

S P'io x ( .i-)"iS i=1 nG! GC
nEadmissible

Second, we show that the new distribution satisfies the detailed balance equations,

and thus is the stationary distribution of the truncated chain.

Consider two admissible states ni, nJ and the associated transitions between them

Pij, Pji. Further, define 7ri, 7r3 to be the stationary probability of the states n', ni in

the original (infinite) Markov chain. Define 7'rti, 7r1i to be the stationary probability

of the states ni, nJ in the truncated chain (recall that both states are admissible). By

our formula (1), above, we know that 7rj/ = - and 7rii =

We know from earlier analysis that the infinite chain satisfies the detailed balance

equations, that is:



Pijir= Pji rj quad(2)

What we need to show is that the stationary probabilities of the truncated chain

satisfy the detailed balance equations. This is shown as follows, first we divide both

sides of (2) by G:

i Gj

This shows:

Piri = Pjsii-

Or that the detailed balanced equations hold for the newly formulated stationary

distribution. Note that this development depended on the fact that G > 0, but if

G = 0, there are no admissible states with positive probability, so we preclude this

degenerate case.

In showing that the truncated chain satisfies the detailed balance equations we

have also shown the following two lemmas which will be useful for subsequent analysis:

Lemma 6.1: The Markov chain induced by a circuit-switched network is time

reversible

This follows directly from the fact that the Markov chain obeys the detailed bal-

ance equations. We can therefore consider the original process which operates in

forward time and the reversed process that which operates in reverse time.

Lemma 6.2: The state of the system is independent of the arrival process to the

routes, which are governed by the Ai

By Lemma 6.1 (reversibility), the future arrivals of the reversed process is the

departure process of the original process. Looking at reversed time, the state of the

system at any time t is independent of any future arrivals. Now looking at the original

process, this fact shows that the state at time t is independent of previous arrivals.

This shows Lemma 6.2.



6.1.4 Single Channel Line Network Analysis

We now turn our attention to the single channel line network as described in Section

6.1. This network is actually a circuit switched network with capacity C = 1 therefore,

it is amenable to the analysis in the previous subsection, with notational changes. In

our single channel model, we defined a state (see list above) as D(t, i, j) and routes

were defined by i, j, or the originating and terminating nodes, respectively. The arrival

rates to the route defined by nodes i, j is Ai,j and the service rate of calls (flows) was

fixed at pL. Also the number of nodes was defined to be N. Substituting this notation

into the formulas above we get the following formulas for the line network model:

ý4(t,i,j)Eadmissible 1<i<N,i•jN

The admissible states then retain retain product form steady state probabilities

as follows (note that the poi,j terms will cancel):

Poij x ( A )_ (t,i,j)a sl <i<N,ij<N •(t,i,j)!

p(((t, i, j) admissible) = G

p(QI(t, i, j) ' admissible) = 0

Where p(4(t, i, j)) is the stationary probability of the state ((t, i, j). We use these

formulas to calculate the results of the following subsection.

6.1.5 Single-channel Line Network Results

For this model, using the above described techniques, we performed numerical analysis

using the MATLAB programming tool. Using this analysis setup, we can numerically

calculate the steady state distribution for a line network with N nodes. From this

distribution, we can calculate Pb and U as defined earlier. Figure 6-4(a)(b) show

blocking and utilization results for an N=10 node line network. In this case p is fixed

at 1 and 0.1 < A < 1 is varied to increase overall traffic intensity along the Y axis
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(recall traffic intensity is . As expected, U and Pb continue to increase as traffic

intensity increases, but remarkably for a traffic intensity of one, Pb is slightly under

0.8, while utilization is slightly above 0.5. This shows that even with a high arrival

rate, optical resources in the network are under-utilized while incoming arrivals are

rarely admitted. This poor performance situation is unacceptable if OFS is to be

efficient. This issue is also independent of control signaling scheme used for optical

connections for unscheduled connections.

6.2 OFS in a Multiple-Channel Line Network

Qualitatively speaking, we see that the performance of the OFS line network with a

single-channel assumption does not appear to be acceptable in either the sense of user

blocking or network component utilization. In order to investigate this further, we

take away the single-channel assumption for the next OFS model to be studied. It is

possible that multiple channels may provide some measure of performance improve-

ment, but note that the advent of multiple channels increases network capacity and

resources needed to implement the network. We account for this in the multi-channel

analysis that follows.

Figure 6-5(a) illustrates a multiple-channel line network. It is similar to the previ-

ous line network model except that there are W channels (e.q. wavelengths) available

for OFS calls. In the figure, the channels are labeled from 1 to W from bottom to

top. As we shall see, we will define the same call arrival and departure process for

this network as for the single channel line network. The key difference in the two

models is that the multi-channel model must have a wavelength assignment approach

to determine which wavelength each flow is assigned to. We now proceed to the model

description.

6.2.1 State Space Model

The multiple-channel OFS state model will be comprised of a set of single-channel

state variables. These variables will all be time-dependent as before. Recall that
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for an individual channel, we can represent the call occupancy using the 1(t,i,j)

matrix. In the multiple-channel model, we define one of these matrices per channel

and label it with the index. Therefore the occupancy of the ith channel in the network

is represented by the variable (i(t, i, j). Given this definition, we can now define a

state of a W-channel line network model:

S(t) = { l(t,i,j), .2.. )W), )*.. W(t7i

The indices of the state variables correspond to the channel number they represent.

The arrival processes to the system remain defined by the A matrix as defined earlier.

6.2.2 Transition Model

Arrival Transition

In defining an arrival transition to the multiple channel line network OFS model, we

recognize that an arrival can be admitted to any channel whose links corresponding to

the arrivals route are free. Thus, in order to define arrival transitions we must perform

wavelength assignment. We choose the First-Fit (FF) wavelength assignment strategy

to be applied to arrivals to the system [42]. This assignment strategy assigns a flow

to the lowest-index channel that contains all the free links required for the flow. If

no such channel exists in the network the call is discarded and considered blocked.

In other words the channel space in the network is searched in increasing order for

a channel that accommodate the flow. If the Wth channel is searched and there is

still not the resources needed, the call is blocked. Note that this strategy enforces

wavelength continuity as each admitted flow must continue on the same channel on

all the links it occupies.

More formally, assume that we have a flow arrival to the system from link i to

link j. We say that this arrival will be admitted to channel q and cause the system

to go from state S to S'. This represents a valid arrival transition S -TA(i,J) S' iff all

of the following conditions are met:



1. S(i, j) = 0

2. qs'(i, j)= 1

q j

3. S(k, 1) = s'(k, 1)Vk, 1,1 < k,1 < N,k # i, $ j

4. (DS' admissible

5. (S' inadmissible 1 < u < q

6. 4s' = -PSV1 < u < W,q Z u

The first three conditions above ensure that the can be fit into channel q in state

S and that it is active in state S'. The fourth condition states that the arrival is

admissible into channel q. The fifth condition states that channel q is the lowest

index channel that the flow is admissible for. Finally, the sixth condition states that

all other channels state do not change.

Departure Transition

Assume a departure of a flow from node i to j in channel 1, and define it to be

S -- TD(1)(i,j) SI'.

This transition from a channel with index 1 looks very similar to that of the

single channel model with the added index. We list the existence conditions for this

transition here:

1. AsI(i,j)= 1

2. 4I "(i, j) = 0

3. 4)(k, 1) = OD s"(k,1)Vk, 1, 1 < k, 1 < N, k i, Z j

4. 4s' = _D 1 q < W,1 =/ q

The final condition states that all other channel's state variables are constant

through the state transition.



6.2.3 Analysis Description

We have defined a Markov Chain for the multi-channel line network OFS model using

FF wavelength assignment. This model is more complex and expansive than the single

channel line network, because of the added dimension of the channel selection. Solving

for a stationary distribution of such a model explicitly is daunting, except for very

small cases.

We have designed analysis that will yield the stationary distribution of this model,

without resorting to solving the chain explicitly. It builds on the analysis of the

previous section for the single channel line network.

The analysis proceeds in an iterative fashion according to the actions of the FF

algorithm. We know that in the FF algorithm, all arrivals will attempt to occupy

their intended route in channel 1 first before proceeding to 2, then to 3 and so on.

Now, consider an arbitrary, non-zero element of A(i,j) and call it Alij, where the 1

indicates that arrivals arrive at channel 1 first. This arrival process was defined to be

independent of the state of the network. Reversibility results show that the state of

the system is independent of the arrival process, making the process and system state

mutually independent. Considering an arbitrary arrival generated by A1 3 it may be

blocked or admitted to the network according to the arrival transition rules presented

earlier for the multi-channel OFS system. This will depend on the time-varying state

of channel one or '11(t,i,j). Again, Alij and l1(t,i,j) are independent, so this is

an independent split of Alij, more details about this phenomenon are contained in

[7]. Figure 6-6 illustrates the situation. The arrival process Alij is split into two

independent processes, which we will call the admitted and blocked process with rates

A1Aj and A1, respectively.

We proceed to show that the blocked and admitted processes are Poisson. We

examine Channel 1, and recall Lemma 6.2. Channel 1 is clearly a circuit-switched

network of capacity C = 1, and is therefore amenable to the analysis described in

Subsection 6.1.3, and therefore Lemma 6.2 applies. Lemma 6.2 states that the state

of the system (in this case, Channel 1) is independent of the arrival process to it,
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defined by the rate Alij. In steady state, for a given flow arrival to Channel 1, there is

some probability that it will be blocked and depending on the stationary probability

of the channel state, 4) (t, i, j). This is therefore an independent split of the Poisson

arrival process to Channel 1, resulting in the two processes admitted and blocked,

represented by the rates AAj, Aij. By theory of split Poisson processes, these two

process are also Poisson, and are independent.

The rates of these processes can be calculated as follows. We assume that we have

the stationary distribution of Channel 1, i.e. p(Pl(t, k, 1), where we have used k, 1I

just for notational convenience. Then the rates of the resultant processes are:

A A = , p(11(t k,1)
1 (t,k,l)s.t.ADM(4 1 (t,k,l),i,j)=1

This expression sums the stationary probabilities of states of the system s.t. the

state can admit the flow i, j, and multiplies the incoming arrival rate by this sum.

AlBj= S•, p(4 1 (t, k,l)
1 (t,k,l)s.t.ADM(41 (t,k,l),i,j)=O

This expression sums the stationary probabilities of states of the system s.t. the

state cannot admit the flow i, j, and multiplies the incoming arrival rate by this sum.

Therefore, after calculating the stationary distribution of Channel 1, we can calculate

the rate of both the blocked and admitted process.

The above analysis suggests an iterative algorithm for calculating the stationary

distribution of a multi-channel OFS line network model with W channels. Clearly,

given A(i, j) we can calculate the stationary distribution of Channel 1 via the same

method outlined in Subsection 6.1.3. Once this distribution is obtained, we can

determine A2 (i, j) by calculating the blocked process of Channel 1 as outlined above.

Given this arrival process we can calculate the stationary distribution of Channel 2.

We can subsequently calculate each of the distributions of the channels up to W in

this manner. The complexity of this algorithm is that of the single channel case,

repeated W times, and splitting each of the arrival process matrices once. This is
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much less computationally intensive than explicitly solving the Markov Chain for the

entire monolithic model, which has a very large state space.

6.2.4 Multi-channel Line Network Results

Figure 6-7(a) shows the results of the analysis for a ten node line network with various

numbers of channels, W. The traffic model arrival process for each of the routes in

this network is a Poisson arrival process as defined earlier with the same parameter,

A, for all routes. The holding time parameter is y for all flows as before. In the figure,

the lines are created by varying A in 0.1 x W < A < W in linearly equal intervals. The

scaling factor of W accounts for the fact that as W increases, the network capacity

increases by the same factor. Therefore, the traffic arrival rate should vary by the

same factor for fair comparison.

The results in 6-7(a) confirm the single channel results shown earlier. That is,

in the case W=1, the network suffers from low utilization even for a high blocking

probability, just as we have seen in the previous section. The figure shows that

increasing the number of wavelengths helps to alleviate this problem. The ideal

location in the graph for performance is the upper-left corner where Pb = 0, U = 1.

The results for W=4, W=8, and W=32 progress towards this in ascending order. The

results for W=32 show a peak performance of approximately Pb = .05 while U = .59.

At this performance level, calls are arriving at the rate 0.1 * 32 = 3.2 per second

with a holding time of 1 second. 32 wavelengths appear to be needed to support this

relatively small rate of traffic, which seems excessive, given our goal of OFS taking

up a small portion of the optical network resources.

6.3 OFS in a Multi-channel Mesh Network

We can use the analysis of the multi-channel network in the previous section to

apply to a general mesh network such as the one shown in 6-1(b). This network

is obviously more complex than the line network, and the state space is much less

regular. Interactions between routes in such a network are more complicated, and not
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easily described. Nevertheless, the iterative form of the analysis of the multi-channel

network using the first-fit wavelength selection strategy will apply to this model, and

we will describe constructs that allow the analysis to proceed.

6.3.1 State Space Model

The state model for the mesh network will be a combination of the basic model de-

scribed in chapter 4, and the model for a multi-channel line network. The descriptions

presented here, as well as the results, will reference the mesh network shown in 6-

8(a). This shows the node and links for the very high speed backbone network service

(vBNS) network which is a wide-area network with nodes located in the Continental

U.S. (CONUS). This links are high-rate optical links connected by IP routers at the

nodes listed. The nodes are named for the cities that they are located in. We list

the nodes with abbreviations and links here (reference Figure 6-8(a)), assuming that

links are bidirectional.

Nodes:

* Los Angeles - LA

* San Francisco - SF

* Seattle - SEA

* Chicago - CHI

* Cleveland - CLE

* Boston - BOS

* New York - NY

* Perryman - PER

* Denver - DEN

* Atlanta - ATL
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(a) vBNS CONUS topology

Figure 6-8: vBNS mesh network, connected by bidirectional fiber links
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* Houston - HOU

Bidirectional Links:

* LA-SF

* SEA-DEN

* SF-DEN

* SF-SEA

* DEN-CHI

* LA-HOU

* HOU-CHI

* HOU-ATL

* CHI-CLE

* CLE-BOS

* CLE-NY

* CLE-PER

* BOS-NY

* NY-PER

* PER-ATL

We define a route set on this network similar to that of chapter 5, using this

set of links to form it. Note that there are a large number of acyclic links between

pairs of nodes in this network. However, our routeset will be the result of applying

shortest path routing [43] to the vBNS network. We assume that each node has a

non-blocking optical cross-connect with no wavelength conversion. As in chapter 5,
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a route is described by a series of contiguous links, and a routeset is described by a

set of routes. As an example, we list all the routes that originate from the node SEA

in the vBNS network to all other nodes.

Routes (from SEA):

* SEA-SF

* SEA-DEN

* SEA-DEN-CHI

* SEA-SF-LA

* SEA-SF-LA-HOU-ATL

* SEA-SF-LA-HOU

* SEA-DEN-CHI-CLE

* SEA-DEN-CHI-CLE-PER

* SEA-DEN-CHI-CLE-BOS

* SEA-DEN-CHI-CLE-NY

This example route set consists of shortest path routes from SEA to all other

nodes. Note that for particular destination node, more than one shortest path may

exit; we have chosen one. A similar list can be constructed for every node in the

network, and these together form an all-to-all shortest path routeset for the network.

Recall from chapter 5 that the state of a network with a defined routeset can be

defined as a binary vector S(t) with length IRI, the cardinality of the routeset. This

applies to the network model here. As described in chapter 5, not all values of S(t)

are admissible, and our analysis will only deal with admissible states. In the case of

a mesh network (as opposed to a line network), admissibility is more complex and

harder to determine. So, we have a state of this network as discussed in chapter 5:
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S(t) =< blb2b3...blRI >

Similarly, we define arrival processes of OFS flows to these routes:

S(t) =< A1A2A3... A1RI >

We define these vectors for the vBNS network shown in Figure 6-8.

For description purposes, we now assume a single channel in the network, we

have designed a construct called a conflict matrix. This is a two dimensional binary

matrix of dimensions |RjxlRI. An entry in this matrix (i, j) is one if and only if the

two routes ri, rj conflict by sharing a directional link. For example, if we define ri to

be SEA-SF, rj to be SEA-SF-LA and rk to be SEA-DEN. Then the entry (i, j) would

be set to one since they share the link from SEA-SF. The entry (i, k) would be zero

since ri and rk do not share a link.

In Subsection 6.3.2, we will present a description of the technique for finding a

conflict matrix and then admissible states of a mesh network efficiently. Note that

this development will be for a single channel network, since for our results, we can

use the iterative algorithm described in Subsection 6.2.3

Given that we can find the set of admissible states for the mesh network system

with a single channel using the above outlined techniques, we can use the iterative

approach to analysis of the first-fit RWA algorithm. This was outlined in the previous

section. Here we simply add indexing to the state variables to produce per-channel

state variables index with channel number (from 1...W). Therefore for a channel i,

we define a state variable Si(T)

Si(t) =< blb2b3... bIR I >

6.3.2 Algorithm Description

The problem we are faced with is finding all admissible states (of active flows) in a

single-channel mesh network. It turns out that this problem is very computationally
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difficult. For example, the if there are IRI routes in the network, then there are a

total of 21R I combinations of flows that can be assigned to them. Luckily not all these

combinations of flows are admissible, otherwise the state space itself would be too

large to do any analysis.

We have devised a computationally efficient approach to finding the admissible

states for a problem problem as large as the vBNS network. It uses the concept of a

conflict matrix.

R, R2 Rs

I R,

R2

(a) Example 3x3 Mesh Network with (b) Resultant Conflict Matrix
Three Routes

Figure 6-9: Example of a Conflict Matrix

The goal is to find all of the combinations of routes from the routeset that do not

conflict in a single link. Consider Figure 6-9(a)(b). Figure 6-9(a) shows a 3x3 mesh

network with a single channel. In the figure, we are considering 3 of the routes as

our routeset, labeled R 1, R2, R3 . Based on the links that these flows occupy, we can

define a conflict matrix as shown in Figure 6-9(b). This conflict matrix is a 2D matrix

whose axes are both all the routes in the network. We place a 1 position Ri, Rj if

the routes Ri, Rj conflict in any link, otherwise, we place a zero in the position. For

example, in Figure 6-9(a), R 2, R 1 conflict on the link in the leftmost, top most link.

Therefore, there is a 1 in the conflict matrix corresponding to R 2, R 1. Conversely R3
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does not conflict with any other route, so there are Os in all of its rows and columns.

The conflict matrix is a key construct, because its construction is simple, and

because it allows us to identify which routes conflict with the most other routes in

the network. This is a simple matter of counting the number of Is in each routes

row (or column) and summing, to find which route has the greatest sum. Knowing

this information suggests an efficient algorithm for finding the desired set of routes.

We sketch the algorithm here with high level pseudo-code, given a mesh network of

interest.

1. Given the mesh network and routeset, construct the conflict matrix.

2. If the problem is deemed to be small enough to solve directly, say if IRI is less

than some chosen constant, search the entire combination space for admissible

combinations and return the resulting set. Otherwise, continue.

3. By counting the ones in each row of the conflict matrix, identify the "most

conflicting" route in the set, call it Ri.

4. Solve the following two problems:

(a) Assume that the route Ri is active. Eliminate all routes from the set

that conflict with Ri. Also, eliminate all rows and columns in the conflict

matrix in which R/ had a 1, including Ris row and column. Solve this new,

reduced problem recursively.

(b) Assume that the route Ri is not active. Eliminate R4 from the routeset,

solve the reduced problem recursively.

5. When the two recursive problems return, their intersection should be null, since

Ri is present in the combinations in one set and not the other; combine them

and return the result.

We have implemented this algorithm in MATLAB to produce the results shown

in the next subsection. The runtime for the vBNS network was more than two hours,

but presumably much shorter than a brute force search of route combinations.
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6.3.3 Multi-channel Mesh Network Results

Blocking vs. Utilization, First-fit Wavelength Assignment vBNS network
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Figure 6-10: vBNS mesh network multi-channel results

Figure 6-10 shows the results of the analysis on the vBNS network. The graph

shows curves for blocking vs. utilization performance for several cases in terms of W,

the number of channels per link, ranging from 1 to 64. For these results p, the service

rate of flows was fixed at 1, and A ranged between .01 x W < A < W geometrically

evenly spaced.

The curves show blocking vs. utilization results for each channel number scenario.

The curves look very similar to the single channel results we have seen earlier in Figure

6-4(a). The system fails to reach high utilization for a low blocking probability (upper

left corner of figure). It appears that increasing the number of available channels helps
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this problem somewhat, but blocking remains high when utilization is > 30%.

These results are qualitatively very different from those of the single channel line

network that we analyzed earlier in this Chapter. Recall that we modeled the single

channel network with Poisson arrival processes to each of the routes in the network.

In the line network, the routes conflict in a very regular, predictable way. In the

mesh network, the external (i.e. exterior) and internal (i.e. interior) nodes see a very

different set of arrival processes. This is due to blocking and occupancy of exterior

links before calls can arrive at internal nodes. In particular, interior nodes of the

mesh see arrival processes that are do not resemble Poisson processes. The presence

of these interior nodes makes the performance of the two networks very different, and

shows clearly that the line network is a very rough approximation of a route within

a mesh network.

6.4 Scheduled OFS

In this section, we present numerical results for a Scheduled OFS system using a line

network, similar to the single channel line network defined earlier. We show that

performance is greatly enhanced by this simple scheduling scheme, at a cost of no

more optical resources. Finally we perform delay analysis on the scheduled system to

show that it is numerically close to the size of the scheduling horizon calls on average.

For this thesis we define a scheduled approach is one that uses precise network-wide

timing information to make decisions about optical resource allocation to requests.

6.4.1 Single Channel Network

In this section, we study all optical connections in a line network assuming ideal,

instantaneous connection setup.

The model for study is as shown in Figure 6-11(a). The figure shows a line network

similar to the single channel line network we have analyzed earlier in this Chapter.

However, to the left of the figure, above the network, we notice M scheduling holders.

These holders are used to hold incoming flow requests until resources in the network
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Figure 6-11: Scheduled OFS model for analysis
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become available due to departures. Arrival and departure processes are defined as

before, with exponentially distributed interarrival times and service times.

In the scheduling algorithm we use for the results of this section, arriving flows

first attempt to occupy the single channel network. In the previous unscheduled OFS

model, if the flow did not find network resources (i.e. links) available along its path,

it was lost (i.e. blocked). In the scheduled system, however, the flow will be admitted

to the lowest numbered holder that has space available for it. The holders are in this

sense are virtual copies of the line network, that can hold flows for future admission

into the network. Since there are a finite number of holders, it is possible that an

arriving flow cannot be admitted into the network or any of the M holders. In this

case it is lost (i.e. blocked), so the blocking event applies to the scheduled system as

well.

In the scheduling scheme we employ, upon departure of a flow from the network,

the resources it previously held are released and we search the holders in sequential

order (lowest to highest) for flows that can re-occupy the newly freed resources. Note

that for a flow to be admitted to a vacated segment of the network all its resources

must be available. This scheme is similar to FIFO, but it gives a slight advantage

to flows that demand fewer resources, or equivalently have a shorter hop-count. This

scheme was chosen because it is provides the benefits of scheduling but is also con-

ceptually simple and amenable to implementation and numerical analysis. Note that

holders are similar to the network in that they can only hold one networks worth

of traffic. No two flows that use the same link can simultaneously occupy the same

holder.

Figures 6-12(a)(b)(c)(d) provide an example of flows arriving and departing the

scheduled OFS system.

The idea of scheduling is presented visually by Figures 6-12(a)(b)(c)(d). Figure

6-12(a) shows the initial state of the line network, similar to Figure 5-1(b), with a

flow occupying the first four nodes. However, Figure 6-12(a) differs in that it shows

M scheduling holders above the network. We say that this network has a scheduling

horizon of M.
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(a) Initial state (b) Step 2: arrival of flow C4

(c) Step 3: arrival of flow C5 (d) Step 4: departure of flow C1

Figure 6-12: Modified FIFO scheduling example
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We can define the following variables to describe the state of the scheduled system.

For this discussion define m=O to be the network channel.

N : Number of intermediate nodes

pI: Service rate of all calls/flows

A(i, j) : NxN matrix, of arrival rates of flows from node i to node j

Im(t, i, j) : NxN matrix, element i,j = 1 if path from i to j occupied at t in holder m; 0 otherwise

As in an earlier section, we define a demand transformation, given 4mP(t, i, j):

Dm[ Dm] = D D2...DN : N-vector representing the number of calls active at each node in •'m

D'= S (t,j,k)
1< j<i i<k<N

Each of the 'm describe the state of one of the holders or channel in the system.

We define the state of the system S at time t to be:

S(t)= 4{l(t,i,j),42 (tij),, -1 (tij), m(t,=ij)

We can now define admissibility of a state of the scheduled system:

,:'admissible -== D•[)m] = D' < V < m V 1 < i < N

We will only consider admissible states of the network in the analysis of this

section. The networks in this subsection consider networks with a positive number of

holders. There are many admission disciplines that can be used for this scheduling

system, ranging from simple to complex. In this work, we choose to use a modified

FIFO scheduling scheme. The scheme places incoming arrivals in the network if
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possible. If not, it places the arrival in the lowest numbered holder which has space

available. Note that it is possible in this scheme for a later arriving flow to "pass" an

earlier admitted flow, hence the name modified FIFO. It is reminiscent of the familiar

M/M/1/M queuing system, except that it is not work conserving. Several steps of

the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 6-12. Figure 6-12(b) shows that in step 2,

flow C4 arrived and is two nodes long consuming the last two nodes. Note that it

has "passed" C2 and C3 both of whose resources are currently taken by C1. Figure

6-12(c) shows step 3 is the arrival of C5 which been placed in holder 3 due to resource

conflicts in the network and holders 1 and 2. Finally in step 4, 6-12(d) shows that

C1 has departed and C2 has moved into the network for service. C3 and C5 have

advanced to holders 1 and 2 respectively.

This scheme is similar to FIFO, except that on occasion it allows later arrivals

to pass an earlier one. We choose this scheme because it is tractable to analyze.

We intend to show that even this simple scheduling approach can greatly improve

both blocking and utilization performance. A more complex scheduling scheme may

perform better.

Given our earlier definitions for the arrival and service models, that is A and u,

we can model the scheduled network as a Markov chain. Each state of the Markov

chain is a set of occupancies of the network and the scheduling holders. Figure 6-13

shows a fragment of a Markov chain that is induced by the example given in Figure

6-12 For any finite M, this is a positive recurrent Markov chain because it is finite and

aperiodic by definition. Therefore it must have a steady-state distribution P. Define

the stationary probability of any particular state S to be Ps. Note that under the

definition of our modified FIFO algorithm, certain states are invalid, and are not part

of the chain. For example, there cannot exist a valid state with no flows in service

and some flow in a scheduling holder.

We can formally define this Markov chain as follows. Define a given state of the

system as:
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Figure 6-13: Markov fragment of scheduled OFS model corresponding to example
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Thus, each of the I)s represents the state of holder i, (or the channel if i=O);

Consider i and j to be two integers such that 1 < i < N and i < j < N.

Define two state transitions exiting the state S, TD(i, j) which is a departure

transition and TA(i,j), an arrival transition as follows:

S -- D(i,j) S'where S' =- s ('... 4 s-• I1 2 3 ""(MI

S -+TA(ij) S"where S" = { 4'1 a"3"... (M"}

Departure Transition

We say that the departure transition TD(i, j) from state S to state S' exists if the

following two conditions are met:

1. OS (i,j) = 1

2. We can construct state S' as follows:

Algorithm 6.4.1: A(b)

{ 4S(i,j)= 0

for k +- 0 to M - 1

for 1 - k + 1 to M

for kk <- 1 to N

for 11 +- kk to N

do ddo <if (( s (kk 11) == 1) and (ADM(4 S, kk, 11)))

do 4tn (kk,11) = 1

fthen I(kk, 11) = 0

S' <- S, U 4t
S' S' U SM

This pseudo-code constructs the target state S' for TD(i, j) coming from state

S.
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Arrival transition

For the description of the arrival transition that follows, we need to define the follow-

ing two constructs:

One(i, j) = NxN matrix with a 1 at element i,j and 0 elsewhere

ADM(S, i,j) = 1 if I3(k E S s.t. 41k + One(i,j) admissible 0 otherwise

We can now define an arrival transition TA(i, j) from state S to state S" as existing

if the following two conditions are met:

1. 3k where 1 < k < M s.t. 4s" - DS = One(ij)

2. k = min s.t. ADM(40, i,j) = 1

Condition 1 states that exactly one call has been added to S to form S" and that

that call is from node i to node j. Condition 2 ensures that the call from i to j is places

in the lowest numbered holder (or the channel) possible. These are in accordance with

our scheduling discipline described pictorially above. From these two definitions, we

can construct a Markov chain representing the evolution of a system given a set of

input parameters

Unfortunately, the state space for the scheduled number of possible system states

has order O((N 2)M). However, since OFS routes are expected to be tens of nodes long,

it is instructive to solve a modest size problem, and compare it to the unscheduled

approach. Two numerical methods of solution were used to solve for our results. The

first is the the Power Method described in [5]. In brief, the transition rates of the

irreducible, continuous-time Markov chain are used to generate a state transition rate

matrix Q. By design, this Q matrix is guaranteed to have an eigenvalue of zero. We

therefore solve the equation:

VxQ=O
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This yields an eigenvector i that, when normalized to sum component-wise to

one, holds the steady state probabilities of the chain. More details are available in [5]

and [6].

When the scale of the state space grew to be greater than 100,000 states, com-

putational resources for the Power Method proved to be too great. We therefore

employed a Markov Monte Carlo technique to solve for the stationary distribution of

these larger chains. This technique is described in detail in [44]. The basic idea is to

simulate the continuous time Markov chain, using the fact that time averages equal

sample averages for a finite, aperiodic Markov chain. This method is also amenable

to parallelization and is distinct from other simulation techniques in that it has con-

vergence checking. We have compared the results from Markov Monte Carlo and the

Power Method for representative cases and found nearly perfect agreement.

Results for this study are in terms of two quantities: Blocking probability (Pb)

and node utilization (U). The quantities are of interest to the users and designers

of the network respectively. The can be defined formally as follows. Given P, the

stationary distribution of a scheduled OFS system:

N

U= Ps (E D'())
all states S i=1

This states that U is the occupancy of the N nodes averaged over all the states

in the Markov chain. In order to formally define Pb we again need the One(i, j) and

ADM(S, i, j) constructs which we re-state here:

One(i, j) = NxN matrix with a 1 at element i,j and 0 elsewhere

ADM(S, i, j) = 1 if ]3k E S s.t. 4k + One(i,j) admissible 0 o.w.

In addition, we define number of different types (node, length combinations) of

arrivals to the system at any given time as:
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N N2+N
A= Z(N-i+ 1)= 2

1

In the expression for A, we sum over i ranging from 0 to N the number of nodes.

For any node i, the number of routes that originate from it is N - i + 1, recalling

that all routes in the network move from left to right.

We assume that in steady-state, arrivals to any path are equally likely. Note that

while this does not correspond to the A vector of arrival rates, this assumption can

be modified to reflect the true arrival rates.

In order to derive the blocking probability of the system, we need sum over all

states S and all routes in the network. In the line network, it suffices to sum over

variables i, j, where 1 < i < N and i < j < N. Since each type of arrival is equally

likely, -P is the probability contribution of any route to Pb, given that an arrival to

the route in state S is inadmissible. For any i, j, 1 - ADM(S, i, j) is the indicator

variable of inadmissibility of the route from i to j in S. Therefore, the expression for

the blocking probability is as follows:

N N

Pb = S [(Z(1 - ADM(Sij)) x P )]
all states S i=1 j=i

Figure 6-14(a)(b) show the results of the numerical calculations. Figure 6-14(a)

Figure 6-14(b) shows results for a 5 node network with arrivals restricted to be greater

than one node in length. Each curve is a result of the traffic intensity ý ranging

from 0.1 to 1 linearly (p fixed at 1). The graph is arranged to facilitate comparison

of utilization for a given blocking probability for the four systems. Figure 6-14(b)

shows utilization results in detail for two given blocking probabilities 0.3 and 0.5.

For Pb = 0.3, the unscheduled network yields a utilization about .22, one holder

yields slightly over .45, two holders .57, and finally three holders .62. This is almost

a threefold gain in utilization from the unscheduled network to M=3. Utilization

increases similarly for Pb = 0.5, attaining nearly a twofold increase. Although not

explicitly shown, it also appears that the traffic intensity needed to produce a given

blocking probability increases with increasing M as well. Both graphs show that the
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Figure 6-14: Numerical results for various M,M
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relative improvement diminishes with higher M but invariably continues to improve.

Overall, these results suggest that scheduling improves both blocking and utilization

performance.

6.4.2 Delay Analysis

The introduction of scheduling to the OFS network also introduces delay, for accepted

requests. This is because requests that are placed into the scheduling place-holders

must await the freeing of resources (a channel).

While other statistics involved in the model can be calculated directly from the

stationary distribution, waiting time cannot. This is because it is unclear how many

paths through the Markov chain there are and what the expected delay will be. Even

if this was enumerable, there do exist infinite paths through the chain (following

cycles) so the direct calculation of waiting time seems difficult.

Instead we use Littles Theorem, which states:

E(N) = E(A) x E(W)

Here, E(N) is the average number of flows in the system. This quantity is read-

ily calculable from the stationary distribution of the system, and knowledge of the

number of flows per state.

The remaining issue is that of A which is the average arrival rate to the system.

For the purposes of this discussion we will define two quantities. The first is the

external arrival rate to the overall system, we will call this A,. The second is the

actual or admitted arrival rate to the system, called Aa. A, is the sum of N arrival

processes at each of the N nodes. A, is a more detailed calculation involving the

stationary distribution and the admissible arrivals per state.

We have verified the conditions that need to be satisfied for Littles Theorem to

apply to our system. 1) it is a renewal process, since renewals occur when a flow

arrives at an empty system. The system is guaranteed to reach the empty state

because the empty state has non-zero probability in the Markov formulation. 2)
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Figure 6-15: Average Request Delay for Various W,M Values
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average inter-renewal time is finite, which is verified because the system is completely

specified using a finite, ergodic Markov process. Therefore, the system must reach

the renewal state with certainty.

The remaining question is which arrival rate to use. The proof of Littles Law

states that it applies "without regard to service discipline", however experimentation

showed that the external arrival rate results in incorrect calculation. It is therefore

appropriate to use Aa for our results. Given a state S, and its stationary probability

Ps, we calculate its contribution to Aa as follows. We scale the rates of the arrival

transitions leaving state S by Ps. Summing the results of this scaling over all the

arrival transitions in the Markov process will yield the overall rate of the admitted

arrival process Aa. Formally we define:

As = Psx 1SR
all states R

Here, 1SR is the rate of transition from state S to R, due to an arrival only. Given

this calculation, Aa is:

all states s

As described above. We use Aa in Littles Theorem along with the experimentally

found value of N, the number in the system to calculate W, the average delay of

flows.

This is essentially the expected arrival rate to the system calculated over the

stationary distribution of the associated Markov process. Experiments have verified

that this is the correct arrival rate to use for Littles Theorem to apply.

Using the above calculations for E(N) and the correct A, we can use Littles

Theorem to calculate the average waiting time (including service) for various values

of W and M. Results for both average number of flows in the system (E(N)) and

waiting time (E(W)) are shown in Figures 6-16(a)(b).

Figure 6-15 (a-d) show the delay analysis results for a five node network. Again,

each graph plots results for a fixed W, with M varying within each graph such that
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W+M does not exceed 5.

Delay seems to be on the order of M for smaller M values. Note that with the

modified FIFO scheduling approach we are using, delay for larger (longer in terms of

hop-length) request can be extreme. This is because a flow requesting more resources

(nodes) will compete against a larger number of flows for resources. Overall, the

delay is proportional to M which is a relief since, there are scenarios with non-zero

probability (in the Markov model) that have very very long delay times. The concern

of long average delay is mitigated somewhat by the fact that the system has a finite

scheduling horizon, M. However examination of the modified FIFO scheduling scheme

shows that it gives preference to calls with shorter hop duration, since these are

allowed to "pass" larger flows as resources become available. However the delay results

show that the additional delay to long hop-length flows does not cause the average

to rise too much higher than the scheduling horizon M, in all cases we examined.

Figures 6-17(a) and 6-18(a) show a combined plots of Utilization, Blocking Prob-

ability and Average Delay. These two plots are of the exact same data, but different

views. Figure 6-17(a) shows a view that focuses on the height, of the curve, namely

the delay axis. Figure 6-18(a) shows a view that focuses on the Utilization vs. Block-

ing Probability aspect. Note that delay in the figures includes service time of the

flow, so the unscheduled case has an average of 1, as expected. The curves in the

figure range from unscheduled (M=O) to having a scheduling horizon of M=3. The

delay view shows that the delay is approximately linear with scheduling horizon in a

line network. With the highest intensity, a scheduling horizon of 3 yields a delay of

3.3 seconds, so this means that an admitted flow must wait for slightly over two flow

times to acquire its needed resources. Further analysis shows that flows that request

fewer resources have a much lower average delay than those that request more, given

the definition of the scheduling algorithm. Figure 6-18(a) shows that the utilization

performance for a given blocking probability increases with increasing M. These plots

illustrate the benefits of scheduling, while showing that delay is acceptable.
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Chapter 7

Summary

Optical Flow Switching (OFS) is an approach that provides short duration, all-optical

connections to network users in a Metro or Wide area network. This technology

provides benefit to both the users of the network as well as to the providers of the

network. For network users, it provides a high-rate connection from end-to-end that

is reserved for the users transaction. Other benefits for the users are transmission at

optical rates, transparency (given optical limitations), and simplified transaction time

calculation for real-time or quasi-real-time applications. For the network providers,

OFS has the opportunity to provide optical bypass of electronic Internet routers.

Transactions sent via OFS do not use resources on intermediate electronic routers,

because they are sent all-optically. This provides resource savings in router port

usage, router computation, and router memory.

There are a number of issues with implementation of OFS in a MAN or WAN

network. WDM technology is maturing to the point where hardware is available to

implement the approach. The issues that face an implementation include:

* Control Plane Implementation - Signaling, messaging and monitoring is needed

to setup, teardown and field user requests for connections. This typically needs

to be high performance if not real time, since OFS flows are short-lived and

efficiency is important.

* Transport Layer Issues - Once connections are established, utilization of the
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channel for application data depends largely on the performance of the un-

derlying transport layers. We believe that there is an appropriate choice for

transport layer for OFS that will maximize the efficient of OFS conduit usage,

which is fundamentally different from traditional networks.

* Optical Signal Management - In a dynamic optical network like OFS, manage-

ment of optical signal management. This basically comes down to signal-to-

noise management, and involves issues of amplifier placement, regeneration and

fiber distances.

* Application/Network Interface (User-Network Interface) - In order to use OFS,

applications at end nodes need to have a method to request OFS connections

on-demand. This involves engineering of a driver located at the end-station

that provides a usable interface to application designers. Applications should

remain agnostic to how the network provides OFS services.

From an implementation standpoint, OFS can be designed to be scheduled or

unscheduled. For the purposes of this thesis, we defined scheduled OFS as using

global network timing information to make decisions about allocation of network

resources and time to send a flow. Unscheduled OFS does not make use of timing

information.

In this thesis, we described two studies that explore the viability and performance

of OFS:

* ONRAMP OFS Demonstration - This successful demonstration of scheduled

OFS shows the viability of OFS using COTS hardware and firmware. The

results show that the main obstacle to further efficiency is robustness of the

transmission cards to a dynamic optical network.

* OFS Numerical Analysis - For a simple network, this analysis shows that sched-

uled OFS provides increased utilization and flow blocking probability when com-

pared to an unscheduled approach. The delay introduced by a simple scheduling

scheme is both acceptable, approximately linear with scheduling horizon. We
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compare both to a single channel approach and to a WDM multichannel ap-

proach, and find better overall performance for scheduled OFS.
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Appendix A

Analytical Results

This chapter presents theoretical analysis of the scheduled OFS system and related

systems. Closed form analysis of the system is difficult, since most results require

intimate knowledge of the stationary distribution of the induced Markov process. We

present analysis of related systems which are tractable to analyze, and also strong

numerical evidence that certain theorems hold for the general scheduled OFS model

as defined in Chapter 5.

A.1 M/M/m/K Queuing System

In this section we examine the properties of the M/M/m/K system. This queuing

system contains m servers and K total number of spaces for customers including

servers and buffer spaces, where K > m. Therefore the number of buffer spaces

in the system is K - m. This system is related to the scheduled OFS system in

that the variable K determines the the number of holders in a way analogous to the

holder variable M. Our goal is to show that the M/M/m/K system obeys certain

monotonicity properties similar to those that we wish to prove for the scheduled OFS

system.
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A.1.1 Background

In this section, we prove that for the M/M/m/K queue where K > m, the following

two theorems hold for steady state.

Monotonicity of Pb with increasing K. The probability of blocking of customers

arriving at an arbitrary time (Pb) decreases as K increases and all other system pa-

rameters are held constant

Monotonicity of U with increasing K. The average utilization of servers U,

defined to be the expected number of busy servers in steady state, increases as K

increases and all other system parameters are held constant

!1111

(a) Discretized Markov Chain for M/M/m queue

Figure A-1: Infinite Markov Chain
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In order to prove these two theorems we require some results from queuing theory

about the M/M/m queue (K=oo). [7] provides analysis of the Markov chain shown in

Figure A-1. This chain represents the a discretization of the Continuous Time chain

induced by the M/M/m queue. The following results from the development of the

M/M/m queue are needed for our proofs. We have taken them from the development

in [7].

(mp)m
Pn = Po n < m

n!

rm pn

Pn = PO M! n > m

MI1(m p)n (mp)m  1
Po = [+( ) - l

n=O n! m!(1 - p)

In these results, n is the occupancy of the queue Pn is the probability of an oc-

cupancy of n, and m is the number of servers. A, p are the average interarrival and

service times of the system, respectively. p is defined to be the familiar load:

A
p= -<1

A.1.2 Proofs

The Markov model for the M/M/m/K is related to the M/M/m birth-death chain

by a truncation. As shown in Figure A-2, the truncation involves making the arrival

transmission of the Kth state a self-transition and eliminating all states greater than

K. This is justified by the fact that the arrival of a customer in the Kth state does

not change the state, and states with an occupancy greater than K are not possible.

We have shown by earlier analysis in Subsection 6.1.3 using the work of Kelly

[4] that such a truncation results in the remaining states retaining the same steady-

state probabilities, with the sum normalized to unity. Occupancy probabilities of

the M/M/m/K queue are therefore the same p, defined above, each normalized by a
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(a) Discretized Markov Chain for M/M/m/K queue

Figure A-2: Finite Markov Chain
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factor G, defined as follows:

m-1 k

G= +[p0(' ]+E m o I
n=1 n=mrn

That is G is the sum of the remaining states' steady-state probabilities, which

normalizes the sum of these probabilities to unity. Recall that K is the total number

of spaces in the system, including buffers and servers. Given this model, we now

prove the two theorems of interest, first for Pb:

Proof of Monotonicity of Pb with increasing K. From above, we know:

Pb=PK=PO m!G

There are two cases:

Case 1: p < 1

Case 2: p > 1

The numerator of PK can be viewed as as a constant (in K) multiplied by pK.

The latter clearly decreases with increasing K therefore the overall numerator

decreases with K. To prove the theorem we need to show that G increases with

K, decreasing the overall blocking probability. From above G is:

m-1 K

G= •Po (mp)1 + [po• m
n= 1 n=m

The first sum is invariant with K, the second sum can be rearranged to form:

rnK
m m K

n=m

Which clearly increases with increasing K, since p > 0 except in a degenerate

case, where A = and/or p = 0.

In order to prove monotonicity of Pb with p > 1, we cannot use the expression for

Pb listed above, because the original Markov chain (pre-truncation) is unstable

with p > 1.
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(a) Discretized Markov Chain M/M/m queue stable for p > 1

Figure A-3: Infinite Markov Chain for p > 1
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We therefore use the Markov chain pictured in A-3, which overlaps with the

original chain in K states as shown. This chain extends to the left, and is stable

for p > 1. The proof will proceed by finding the steady-state distribution of this

chain truncated at state K. The resulting chain will looks exactly like the finite

chain in Figure A-2, except for a re-numbering of the states. The probability of

blocking (Pb) in the finite chain (Figure A-2) will be the same as the probability

of being in the zero state (Po) in the new finite chain (Figure A-3).

The proof will proceed by proving the result that the probability of being in

the zero state in steady state Po increases monotonically as K +- K + 1, for

a generalized chain. The generalized chain will have arbitrary arrival rates Ai

that satisfy the property Ai _ Ai+l. We will then show that the truncated chain

in Figure A-3 satisfies this property trivially thus the result applies to it. In

order to complete the proof, we present an induction argument using the above

property.

Figure A-4 shows a generalized version of the truncated form of the left-handed

chain. The arrival rates Ai are different for each state, while the service rates p

are fixed. We assume that Ai > Aj+j for all states. The truncation of the chain

dictates that the steady state probabilities of the a state m obeys the following

proportionality:

[m- 1 -IE=ij=O p

In particular, the expression for Po for a given K is:

K 1-1

l=0 j=0

Define A K ) 0 < i < K to be the arrival rate values for the chain of length K.

If we define A K+') 0 < i < K + 1 to be the arrival rate values for the chain of

length K+1. Then we can write the following relations between the two sets of
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(a) Markov Chain with carious arrival rates, Ai

Figure A-4: Markov Chain with arbitrary arrival rates
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arrival rates as follows.

AK+1 _ A(K) A(K+1) (K) A(K+1) = A(K) ... (K+1) _- (K)0 0 > 1 0 1 2 1 K K-1

Thus the expressions for Po for the two cases are (all rates are in terms of the

K chain):

A (K) A(K) X AK) HK-1 (K)
PoK = 1+ + 2 + "' IK

(xK) • AK)ti (esK) A(K) x AK) x A(K) K-2 (K )  K-1 (K )

poK+1 0 0 0 0 0 1 K) X K) l=0AK+R + K +.A) -A K +i

Comparing the expressions term by term, we see that by the fact that Ai > Ai+ 1

for all i, the second sum is clearly greater than the first. This proves that Po

is monotonically increasing with K, for this generalized chain. To prove the

desired result, we observe that the arrival rates of our truncated original chain

obey Ai 2 Ai+ 1 . An inductive statement argument completes the proof:

(i) Base case: Using above argument show case for going from K=m+l to

K=m+2 for arbitrary positive m.

(ii) Assumed case: Assume theorem is true going from some K-1 to K.

(iii) Inductive Case: Use above argument to show the theorem going from K

to K+1.

It is interesting to examine the limit of Pb as K -- c00 for both cases involving p.

For this, we use the expression:

pK

C + if mPn
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First, for the case when p < 1, we see that the numerator approaches zero as K

increases. The denominator clearly is greater than zero, so the overall limit must be

zero, as expected.

For the case where p > 1, we rearrange further, using the identity E- 0 pn
pK+_l

p-1

pK
Pb=

C + K+1_1 pm
p-1 p-1

Dividing numerator and denominator by pK yields:

Pb= 1
P C p-p(m-K)

p-+ p-1

Examining the denominator as K --+ o, the terms and p(m-K) go to zer in

the limit. This leaves a limit of . This limit is sound from a probabilistic analysisp

standpoint in the sense that it is a valid probability that goes to 1 as p -- o 00.

However, the definition of the model suggests that when K = oo we expect the

blocking probability to be zero, not some non-zero value. This apparent contradiction

is likely due to the instability of the M/M/m/oo queue with p > 1.

Proof of Monotonicity of U with increasing K. We proceed by showing that the av-

erage utilization of the M/M/m/K+1 queue is larger than or equal to that of the

M/M/m/K queue. This admits an inductive proof with a trivial base case. For the

proof we make the following definitions:

Po Pl Pm PK
UK = 0Ox +1 X ....mx. ....mx

GK GK GK GK

Thus the utilization is the expected number of busy servers averaged over all states

in steady-state. For the purposes of the proof, we define:

K PnI/GK

pK+ = pn/GK+
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These definitions allow us to define:

m-1 K

UK ZpK + m pK
n=0O

m-1

UK+1= n•K+I
n=O

n=m

K+1
SK+1

n=m

We can also write:

pK+1 K
n Pn - n O< n < K

Where En is a small probability. This is because we have earlier proved that G is

monotonically increasing with K, and G is in the denominator of both p [ and pK+l*

We also know that, since both are valid steady-state distributions:

K

Kp
n=O

K+1
p K+1Pn

n=O

We can write the latter sum as:

K

S l[n -En] iK+1
n=O

The latter three facts show that:

K
K+1

pK+1 = En

n=O

We may now re-write the average utilization formulas:

UK = 0 x (pK+l + o) + 1 X (pK+1 + m1x)... + mx (pK+1 K)

UK+1 = 0 X (p+) _ 1 (p +)...+ mx (pK+1) • (PK+I
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Rewriting the last term as above:

K

UK+1 = 0 x (PK+1) lx(pK +m (pK + 1)+mx
n=o

We can write UK in a similar form:

m-1 K

UK = 0 X (POK+ 1) + 1(pK +1).+mx(pK +I) + nn + mx E n
n=O n=m

We can see that all terms except the summation terms in the UK+1 and UK

formulas are the same. We can also see that the last term (sum term) of UK+1 is

always greater than or equal to that of UK for m > 1. This proves the result for an

arbitrary step from K to K+1.

To complete the proof we state an inductive form with each step using the argu-

ments above.

(i) Base case: Using above argument show case for going from K=m+l to K=m+2

for arbitrary positive m.

(ii) Assumed case: Assume theorem is true going from some K-1 to K.

(iii) Inductive Case: Use above argument to show the theorem going from K to

K+1.

A.1.3 Discussion

The two theorems proved here show that an increased buffer for a finite multi-server

queue makes for better blocking and utilization behavior. Another fact follows from

these proofs: For a given blocking probability, a queue with more buffer will always

have better utilization performance. We hope to apply similar reasoning to the case

where there are inter-dependences between servers with respect to which customers

they serve, such as in a scheduled OFS network.
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A.2 Modified Scheduled OFS System

In this section, we present closed form analysis of a system that is closely related to

the scheduled OFS system, called the Modified Scheduled OFS System or modified

system for short. This system is similar to the original system, except that it is work-

conserving. We prove two monotonicity theorems about the modified system, relying

on the results of the previous section.

A.2.1 Background

•3

WN1 ofi

(a) Scheduling Scheme Diagram (b) Post-departure Situation

Figure A-5: Original Scheduled OFS System

Figure A-5(a) demonstrates the idea of scheduling in an OFS system. It is identical

to the scheduled OFS system discussed in Chapter 5. In the figure, there is a single
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optical channel between the nodes and M scheduling holders. When requests for

connections arrive, if the resources are available in the channel, they are granted.

Otherwise, the request is placed in the lowest numbered holder possible that has

space, and if no such holder exists, the request is dropped.

(a) Original System
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(b) Modified System

Figure A-6: Comparison of Original and Modified System

Figure A-6 shows a modified version of the OFS system. The key difference in

the modified system is that arrivals of length n>l are treated as n separate length-1

arrivals. That is a request for a connection between nodes i and j where i<j is treated

as j-i length-i arrivals, one to each link connecting nodes i and j. This modification

results in the removal of coscheduling constraints for a single arrival. That is, each

one link segment that comprises the arrival is served individually, independent of

others. This makes the system work conserving since if there is any flow that requires
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a particular link in the system, the link cannot remain unoccupied.

In this report, we prove the following theorems hold for the modified system with

a scheduling horizon of M holders:

Monotonicity of Pb with increasing K. The Union Bound on the probability of

blocking of flows arriving at an arbitrary time (Pb) decreases monotonically as M

increases and all other system parameters are held constant

Monotonicity of U with increasing K. The average utilization of the optical links

U, defined to be the expected number of busy optical links in steady state, increases

monotonically as M increases and all other system parameters are held constant

We define blocking for the modified system below.

A.2.2 Model

As shown in the Figure A-6(b), arrivals will still have hop lengths but will enter

the system as a set of independent length-1 customers. Therefore, the steady-state

probability can be calculated by treating each link as a M/M/1/M queue, with arrival

rates adjusted as per customer hop lengths. The situation then reduces to a N

M/M/1/M queues with various arrival rates, which we quantify later in this section.

Note that the arrival processes at the queues are still Poisson, but the queues are not

necessarily independent because of the bulk arrivals induced by the length of arrivals

being generally greater than one. For example, if a length 3 arrival occurs at node

1, then this tells us that an arrival is guaranteed to occur at nodes 2 and 3 at that

time. This shows that the arrival processes are not independent.

The dependence of the arrival processes will not affect the proof of the utilization

result as we will show. For the blocking probability, we will show that the Union

Bound on the blocking probability is decreasing. This result will suffice for our

purposes.
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A.2.3 Proof and Transformation from Original to Modified

System

The transformation from the original system to the modified system involves a cal-

culation of arrival rate for each link based on the original arrival rate of customers

to each node, and the length PMF. For this discussion, we assume that the latter is

uniform as a function of node i, and is pre-set. Note that the calculation is valid for

any parameterized PMF for lengths.

Recall that arrival rates for the OFS line systems are defined by a matrix of

individual (node, length) arrival rates A where each value A(i, j) provides the arrival

rate to node i of length j. With this definition, the N queues in the modified OFS

system have arrival rates that are the summation of a column of the matrix. That is

for the queue corresponding to node i we have

N

Ai = ZA(k,i)
k=1

These rates are valid for any system OFS system that is transformed to a modified

OFS system. This transformation of rates, along with the previous illustration in

Figure A-6(a)(b) completes the transformation to the modified system. The links

behave as M/M/1/M queues with the arrival rates listed above. The proof of the

utilization result follows directly from the development for the M/M/m/K queue.

Proof of Monotonicity of U with increasing M. To begin, note that the nodes in Fig-

ure A-6(b) are numbered from 1 to N. The average utilization of the system can be

viewed as the expected number of busy nodes in steady state. Define 1(i, S) to be an

indicator variable that is 1 iff node i is busy in a particular state S. The contribution

of state Us to the overall utilization is then:

N

Us = D(i, S) x r(S)
i=lity of state S. U is:

Where n(S) is the steady state probability of state S. U is:
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U = Us
all S

The sum Us is a sum of expectation of the utilization of each individual queue.

Since expectation is linear, this sum is the same whether the queues are independent

or not. Hence, the sum of the expectations is equivalent to the expectation of the

sum.

Each queue is M/M/1/K and earlier M/M/m/K results show that each queues'
expected utilization increases with K individually. Therefore, both the components

of Ean s Us and, in turn, U must increase monotonically with K, completing the

proof. O

Proof of Monotonicity of the Union Bound of Pb with increasing M. Refer to Figure

A-6(b). Recall that incident blocking probability is blocking of an arriving customer

due to a full system. We assume any type of (node, length) arrival to be equally

probable. For the modified system, blocking of an arrival of length L to a node i

involves the L M/M/1/M queues (nodes) numbered i through i+L. We will say that

if any of these queues are full at arrival time, then the arriving customer is blocked.

Assume a length L customer is arriving at node i, and let bi be the event that the

queue for node i is full. Then Pb for this (and all) arrivals is the union of L independent

events as follows:

i+L

Pb = P(U bk)
k=i

In general this union is difficult to compute for the non-independent queues. We

instead use the Union Bound, which states that for and collection of events e:

P(U e) < ZP(e)
all e all e

...with equality iff the events e are mutually disjoint. Using this we can write
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i+L i+L

Pb = P(U bk) < ZP(bk)
k=i k=i

We know from the M/M/m/K results that P(bi) for a node i decreases monotoni-

cally with increasing K. Therefore the Union Bound on Pb is monotonically decreasing,

completing the proof.

A.2.4 Discussion

Note that we have only shown an monotonically increasing upper bound on Pb for

this system. The results of this analysis show that for the work-conserving modified

OFS system, both blocking and utilization are are improved by increasing scheduling

horizon (K). This is also a proof of a decreasing lower bound for Pb and a monotoni-

cally increasing upper bound for U for the original system. Numerical calculation can

examine how tight these bounds are. This is also evidence that the theorems may

hold for the original Scheduled OFS system, which we address next.

A.3 Monotonicity Theorems for Scheduled OFS

System

In this section, we study the Scheduled OFS system model from a theoretical per-

spective (first presented in Chapter 5). As earlier stated, the study of this system

is difficult, since the Markov chain induced is provably non-reversible and is there-

fore not amenable to previously seen analysis on queuing type Markov systems. In

this section, we present two monotonicity theorems, and short of proving them, we

present strong numerical in the form of an example. We also reduce the proof of

the two theorems to an intuitively plausible result, although we have not proven this

result as of this writing.

We have seen that numerical results in Figure 6-14 strongly suggest that these

theorems hold. However, the super-exponential growth of the state space of the
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system makes numerical solution difficult for large size cases. Since proof is of the

theorems is not obvious, we first pursue a counter-example to the above theorems.

We choose a simple example which possesses properties that may cause it to violate

the theorems. As it turns out, even this "counter"-example obeys the theorems.

A.3.1 Example

Figure A-7(a) shows the two systems (A,B) of interest. They are identical except that

System B has a single scheduling holder (M=I) while A is an unscheduled system.

There are only two types of customers arriving to the systems. Arrivals of type 1 are

length 1 and arrive only at node 1, with an arrival rate A1 and an average service

rate p 1. Arrivals of type 2 are length N and have an arrival rate A2 and average

service rate of A2. Our methodology is to vary the arrival rates and service rates of

the two systems to see if we can arrive at some set of parameters where the systems

violate the theorems. In order to build intuition, consider the sample path of arrivals

illustrated by Figure A-7(b). The figure illustrates a sample path of arrivals of types

1 and 2 that can be applied to both systems. In particular, it shows that at some

time after the origin, an arrival of type 2 arrives to the system, followed by a long

duration arrival of type 1. After this, a series of type two arrivals occurs, completing

the sample path. We can track the behavior of the two systems as the sample path

is applied to them:

System A The first type 2 arrival is accepted into the network. The type 1 arrival is

dropped due to insufficient resources. All subsequent type 2 arrivals are ac-

cepted as they arrive.

System B The first type 2 arrival is accepted into the network. The type 1 arrival is placed

in Holder 1. Upon departure of the first type 2 customer, the type 1 customer

moves from Holder 1 into the network. The subsequent type 2 arrival is placed

in Holder 1 and all remaining arrivals are blocked, due to the type l's long

duration.
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(c) Example Sample Path

Figure A-7: Counterexample Description
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From these descriptions it is clear that for this particular sample path, system A

has much better blocking and utilization performance than system B. Furthermore,

the sample path appears to be not only plausible, but likely in the case A2 > A1

and I2 >> A1. So this system appears to have a chance of violating the theorems if

they do not hold in general.

We have solved for the utilization and the blocking probability in steady state in

closed form, defined as follows:

* UA - The average utilization of the nodes in system A.

* Us - The average utilization of the nodes in system B.

* PbA - The average blocking probability of arrivals in system A.

* PbB - The average blocking probability of arrivals in system B.

From these we can define the Utilization Ratio to be -, and the Blocking Prob-

ability Ratio to be -. If either of these ratios exceeds one for any choice of arrival

and duration parameters, then the theorem is broken by the systems in the example.

The solutions are parameterized by the arrival and service rates 1 and 2, but we have

normalized A• and p1 to be 1 since it is the relative rates that we wish to vary.

Figure A-8(a)(b) show the results. The figures show surface plots of the ratios UAUB

and - respectively versus the A2, P2 plane. There are several interesting aspects to

the plots. First, there are local maxima and minima in both ratio plots. These are

likely artifacts of the arrival processes we are using, since they are highly irregular.

Second, neither of the plots exceed 1 so this is not a counter-example to the theorems

even for large ratios of arrival rates and service rates. Even when the rate of arrival of

arrivals of type 2 are very high, similar to our counter-example sample path in Figure

A-7(c), the ratios do not exceed 1.

A.3.2 Discussion

OFS faces the potential problem of having low utilization of optical resources with

poor customer blocking probability. We have presented numerical results that suggest
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Figure A-8: Example Results
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that scheduling is a good solution to improve OFS performance. These results also

suggest two theorems that appear to hold for the scheduled OFS system. These the-

orems were shown to hold for several related systems, and for an extensively studied

example which intuitively appeared to be capable of violating the theorems but did

not. All of these factors lead us to believe that the theorems do hold, but proofs have

not been found as of this writing.

Two directions seem promising in pursuing the aforementioned proofs. First,

extensive study of the example presented in this chapter may reveal properties or

suggest other examples that may be helpful. Second, detailed analysis of the structure

of the Markov chains induced by scheduled OFS need to be done in order to find out

what properties are changing as the scheduling horizon is increased. If these are

identified and characterized, a proof can potentially follow.
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